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Preface
Welcome to the Sexually transmissible infections and blood borne viruses in the ACT: Surveillance report 2018.
This report provides a mid‑point account of progress against the objectives of the ACT’s Hepatitis B, Hepatitis C, HIV
and Sexually Transmissible Infections ACT Statement of Priorities 2016 – 2020 (ACT Statement of Priorities 2016 – 2020).
In June 2014, Australia’s federal, state and territory health ministers endorsed five new National Strategies for hepatitis B,
hepatitis C, STIs, and human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) together with a National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
BBV and STI Strategy. The five National Strategies cover the period 2014 – 2017. The ACT Statement of Priorities was
developed in recognition that not all of the indicators and actions in the National Strategies are relevant for the ACT.
The goals and associated targets of the ACT Statement of Priorities 2016 – 2020 are to improve testing, treatment and
uptake of preventative measures for hepatitis B, hepatitis C, STIs and HIV, and to reduce the incidence, morbidity, mortality
and personal and social impacts they cause. The targets provide measurable indicators for monitoring progress.
This report describes the goals and targets of the ACT Statement of Priorities 2016 – 2020, and the level of progress
being made in response. It provides information to assist in the measurement of the effectiveness of the ACT response
and highlighting areas requiring attention.
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Abbreviations
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Australian Bureau of Statistics

HBV

hepatitis B virus

ACT

Australian Capital Territory

HCV

hepatitis C virus
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Australian Collaboration for Coordinated
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human immunodeficiency virus

ANSPS	
Australian Needle and Syringe Program
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HPV

human papillomavirus

NNDSS	
National Notified Diseases Surveillance
System

HBsAg

Anti retro viral therapy
Blood borne virus
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PLHIV
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Executive summary
The ACT Statement of Priorities 2016‑ 2020 was developed as the ACT response to the five National Strategies
(2014 – 2017) focused on prevention and management of hepatitis B, hepatitis C, STIs and HIV and reducing the
transmission of infections and their morbidity, mortality and personal and social impacts they cause. The ACT Statement
of Priorities is a written commitment from the ACT Government to achieve measurable results against goals and
targets agreed upon at the national level. The Plan includes goals (Table 1), with sets of measurable targets, to monitor
progress towards these objectives. This report tracks the response to these targets during 2017 the second year of
the ACT Statement of Priorities, and the fourth, and final, year of the 2014 – 2017 National Strategies. There are many
encouraging results, with a number of targets from the Plan being either close to or having been met but there are also
areas where further efforts are needed (Table 1).
Each of the goals and targets have data considerations which are outlined in the relevant section and in further detail
in the Methodological Notes of the report. Throughout the report ten years of data are provided where available, but
comparisons are between the pre‑Strategy year (2015 to 2016 change, or single year, as appropriate) and most recent
year (2016 to 2017 change, or single year, as appropriate). Throughout the report, comparisons are also made to
national figures. Incidence is a difficult indicator to measure, and for a number of indicators notifications have been
used as a surrogate, recognising that for most infections, they represent only a proportion of the total cases (e.g. only
those cases for which health care was sought, a test conducted, and a diagnosis made, followed by a notification to
health authorities). Also, annual changes in notifications may represent responses to testing policies and programs,
different diagnostic tests and awareness campaigns rather than true changes in incidence. In some instances, limited
availability of data at the jurisdictional level prohibit reporting on certain targets for the ACT and have been noted. The
summary text below focuses on progress in the twelve‑month period January to December 2016, with detail on changes
from previous years provided in Table 1 (2015 – 2016) and in the body of the report.
The ACT Statement of Priorities 2016 – 2020 includes a focus on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. The
number of congenital syphilis notification in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples was zero in 2017, and
no cases of congenital syphilis have ever been recorded in the ACT (target 1). Target 2 (reducing the incidence of
chlamydia, gonorrhoea and infectious syphilis notifications) is not on track and rates remain high for chlamydia and
gonorrhoea; the number of chlamydia cases increased by 30% since 2016 (from 40 cases in 2016 to 52 cases in 2017)
and gonorrhoea more than doubled (5 case in 2016 to 11 cases in 2017). At the mid‑point of the Statement of Priorities
the number of infectious syphilis notifications remains low (Target 2). It will be important to continue to monitor this
indicator to ensure it does not increase. According to the Australian Needle Syringe Program (target 3); the increase in
use of sterile injecting equipment for every injecting episode among Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander participants
increased from 24% in 2016 to 35% in 2017. Conversely, the proportion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people
who inject drugs reporting receptive syringe sharing, increased from 19% in 2016 to 29% in 2017. Data on treatment
uptake for HIV and hepatitis B among Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people were not available at the time of
report preparation, but national activities are planned to provide this information in the future, which will allow for
disaggregation by jurisdiction.
One of the four hepatitis B targets (target 1) is on track with hepatitis B vaccination coverage rates in the
non‑Indigenous population at 12 months and 24 months of age at 95.2% and 96.2 % in 2017 respectively, exceeding
the Plan’s target of 95%. Hepatitis B vaccination coverage rates in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children at
12 months and 24 months of age was 91.5% and 97.9% in 2017 respectively, on track for the plan’s target of 95% at
24 months, but not 12 months. For Target 2, the proportion of sexual health clinic attendees with documentation of
immunity to hepatitis B (vaccinated or immunity from past exposure)– data were not available at the time of writing the
report due to issues with extraction of pathology results, however, will be available in the future. Target 3; increase the
proportion of all people living with chronic hepatitis B who are diagnosed to 80% ‑ data were not available for 2017,
however, will be available for future reporting. An estimated 4036 people were living with chronic hepatitis B in the ACT
in 2016, with, an estimated 847 diagnosed in 2016. The cumulative number of people diagnosed was not available.
Target 4; increase the proportion of people living with chronic hepatitis B who are receiving treatment to 15% is not on
track with 6.4% on treatment in 2016. Hepatitis B modelling estimates by jurisdiction have not been completed for 2017.
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Two of the six HIV targets are on track to be met (2 and 4), including sustaining low general population rates of HIV
in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander population and communities and virtual elimination of HIV among people who
inject drugs in the ACT. Target 1 (reducing the sexual transmission of HIV by 50%) is not on track in 2017, with a total of
13 cases of HIV in 2016 and 13 in 2017, all due to sexual transmission. In 2017, 78% of people living with diagnosed
HIV were on treatment (target 5 = 90%), however this is likely to be an underestimation due to patients accessing
treatment outside of the ACT.
Three of the five targets of the STI strategy are on track; high HPV vaccination coverage has been achieved for
adolescent females, and males reaching 80.1% and 78.6%, respectively in 2017 (target = 70%). Target 5b regarding
elimination of congenital syphilis is on track; there were 0 cases of congenital syphilis in 2017. Target 2 regarding
testing coverage in priority populations is not on track, with no change in the proportion of 15 – 29 year olds receiving a
chlamydia test, 9.6% in 2016 and 9.2% in 2017. Targets 3 – 5a relating to STI incidence and testing is not on track.

Executive Summary

Neither of the two hepatitis C targets (target 1 and 2 – reduce the incidence of new hepatitis C infections by 50% each
year and increase the number of people receiving treatment by 50% each year) has been met. Trends in the hepatitis C
diagnoses in those aged less than 25 years can be used as a proxy for the incidence of hepatitis C. While between
2016 and 2017 the reduction in the number of hepatitis C notifications among those aged under 25 years, suggests this
indicator is on track (decline by 43% from 23 cases in 2016 to 13 cases in 2017) 2016 represented an unusually high
number of cases, with a 44% increase between 2015 (9 cases) and 2017 (13 cases). Target 2, to increase the number
of people receiving treatment by 50% each year is not on track. At the start of 2017, there were an estimated 2533
people living with chronic hepatitis C in the ACT, and of these, an estimated 360 (14.2 %) received treatment in 2017, as
compared to 850 (29.0%) in 2016.

Detailed results of the 2017 ACT response against all the goals in the ACT Statement of Priorities 2016 – 2020, in
addition to the response against the targets described here, are outlined in the report below. See Methodological Notes
for details.
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Table 1

Progress with ACT Statement of Priorities targets

Infection/
population

Goal

Targets

2015 measure

2016 measure

2017 measure

On track to
meet target
(pre‑Strategy)1

On track to meet
target in 20172

Aboriginal and
Torres Strait
Islander

Reduce the
transmission of, and
morbidity and mortality
caused by, BBVs and
STIs and to minimise
the personal and
social impacts of these
infections in Aboriginal
and Torres Strait
Islander communities

1. Eliminate congenital syphilis

0 cases

0 cases

0 cases

Y

Y

2. Reduce the incidence of:
chlamydia

28 cases

40 cases

52 cases

N

N

gonorrhoea, and

<5 cases

5 cases

11 cases

N

N

infectious syphilis3

<5 cases

0 case

<5 cases

N

N

25 %

24%

35%

Y

Y

*

*

*

NA

NA

*

*

*

NA

NA

*

*

*

NA

NA

3. Increase the use of sterile injecting
equipment for every injecting episode
(for the whole of the ACT)4
4. Increase treatment uptake
by people with HIV5
hepatitis C5, and
hepatitis B5

*
1
2
3
4
5

Data not available.
Compares pre-Strategy year (2015) with the first year of the Strategy (2016) or single year (2016), as appropriate for each Target
Compares the first (2016) and second (2017) years of the Strategy or single year (2017), as appropriate
Caution should be taken in interpretation of this indicator, due to the small number of notifications overall
Indicator is use of clean needles for the whole of the ACT, not Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, due to small numbers
Data on treatment uptake for HIV, hepatitis B and hepatitis C among Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples were not available at the time of report preparation, but activities are planned to provide this information for
future reports

Infection/
population

Goal

Targets
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2015 measure

2016 measure

2017 measure

On track to
meet target
(pre‑Strategy)1

On track to meet
target in 20172

Hepatitis B

Reduce the transmission
of, and morbidity and
mortality caused by,
hepatitis B and to
minimise the personal
and social impact of
Australians living with
hepatitis B

1. Achieve hepatitis B childhood vaccination
coverage of 95 per cent in
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
12 months of age
24 months of age

91.6%

95.0%

91.5%

Y

N

97.4%

96.5%

97.9%

Y

Y

Non‑Indigenous population
12 months of age
24 months of age

94.4%

95.3%

95.2%

Y

Y

95.7%

96.0%

96.2%

Y

Y

2. Increase hepatitis B vaccination
coverage of priority populations

*

*

*

*

*

3. Increase to 80 per cent the proportion
of all people living with chronic
hepatitis B who are diagnosed6

*

*

*

N/A

N/A

6.3%

6.4%

*

N

N/A

4. Increase to 15 per cent the proportion of
all people living with chronic hepatitis B
who are receiving antiviral treatment7
*
1
2
6
7

Data not available.
Compares pre-Strategy year (2015) with the first year of the Strategy (2016) or single year (2016), as appropriate for each Target
Compares the first (2016) and second (2017) years of the Strategy or single year (2017), as appropriate
Hepatitis B cascade of care modelling not undertaken at the jurisdictional level for the number of people diagnosed with hepatitis B
Hepatitis B cascade of care modelling not complete for 2017
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Infection/
population

Goal

Targets

2015 measure

2016 measure

2017 measure

Hepatitis C

To reduce the
transmission of, and
morbidity and mortality
caused by, hepatitis C,
and to minimise the
personal and social
impact of the epidemic

1. Reduce the incidence of new hepatitis C
infections by 50 per cent each year8

47%
decrease in a year

155%
increase in a year

43%
decrease in a year

2. Increase the number of people receiving
antiviral treatment by 50 per cent each year

5.3% of people
living with
hepatitis C

29.0% of people
living with
hepatitis C

14.2% of people
living with
hepatitis C

1
2
8

On track to meet
target in 20172
Y

N
Y

N

Compares pre-Strategy year (2015) with the first year of the Strategy (2016) or single year (2016), as appropriate for each Target
Compares the first (2016) and second (2017) years of the Strategy or single year (2017), as appropriate
Based on the number of hepatitis C notifications in people aged <25

Infection/
population

Goal

Targets

HIV

Work towards achieving
the virtual elimination
of HIV transmission in
Australia

1. Reduce sexual transmission
of HIV by 50 per cent

*
1
2
9

On track to
meet target
(pre‑Strategy)1

2015 measure

2016 measure

2017 measure

On track to meet
target (pre‑Strategy)1

On track to meet
target in 20172

14 cases

13 cases

13 cases

N

N

0 cases

0 cases

0 cases

Y

Y

3. Sustain the virtual elimination
of HIV among sex workers

*

*

*

N/A

N/A

4. Sustain the virtual elimination
of HIV among people
who inject drugs

0 cases

0 cases

0 cases

Y

Y

97%

91%

78%9

Y

N

*

*

*

N/A

N/A

2. Sustain the low general population
rates of HIV in Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander
people and communities

Reduce the morbidity
and mortality caused
by HIV

5. Increase treatment uptake
by people with diagnosed
HIV to 90 per cent

Minimise the personal
and social impact of HIV

6. Maintain effective prevention
programs targeting sex workers
and for people who inject drugs

Data not available.
Compares pre-Strategy year (2015) with the first year of the Strategy (2016) or single year (2016), as appropriate for each Target
Compares the first (2016) and second (2017) years of the Strategy or single year (2017), as appropriate
It is likely that this is an underestimation, due to people in the ACT having their treatment dispensed outside of the ACT. ACCESS data on treatment coverage were unavailable at the time of reporting

Infection/
population

Goal

Targets
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2015 measure

2016 measure

2017 measure

On track to meet
target (pre‑Strategy)1

On track to meet
target in 20172

STI

To reduce the
transmission of, and
morbidity and mortality
caused by, STIs, and to
minimise the personal
and social impact of the
epidemic

1. Achieve human papillomavirus
(HPV) adolescent vaccination
coverage of 70 per cent
78.3%
69.3%

79.9%
71.4%

80.1%
78.6%

Y
Y

Y
Y

9.9%

9.6%

9.2%

N

N

3. Reduce the incidence
of chlamydia

1266 cases

1362 cases

1466 cases

N

N

4. Reduce the incidence
of gonorrhoea

141 cases

201 cases

250 cases

N

N

5. Reduce the incidence
of infectious syphilis

23 cases

33 cases

44 cases

N

N

0 cases

0 cases

0 cases

Y

Y

Females
Males
2. Increase testing coverage
in priority populations
a. Chlamydia testing in
15 – 29 year olds

5b. Eliminate congenital syphilis
*
1
2

Data not available.
Compares pre-Strategy year (2015) with the first year of the Strategy (2016) or single year (2016), as appropriate for each Target
Compares the first (2016) and second (2017) years of the Strategy or single year (2017), as appropriate
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Background
In June 2014, the Commonwealth Government endorsed a set of five new National Strategies for the prevention and
management of hepatitis B, hepatitis C, STIs and HIV, including in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities.
The National Blood Borne Viruses and Sexually Transmissible Infections Strategies 2018 – 2022 were released in
November 2018 and build on the indicators and evidence base in the previous Strategies.
The current five National Strategies are:
1.

The Third National Hepatitis B Strategy 2018 – 2022

2.

The Fifth National Hepatitis C Strategy 2018 – 2022

3.

The Fourth National Sexually Transmissible Infections Strategy 2018 – 2022

4.

The Eight National HIV Strategy 2018 – 2022

5.

The Fifth National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Blood‑Borne Viruses and Sexually Transmissible Infections
Strategy 2018 – 2022

The National Strategies are endorsed by all Australian Health Ministers and set the direction for a coordinated national
response to hepatitis B, hepatitis C, STIs and HIV in the Australian population. The National Strategies provide a
framework for action and accountability with objectives to scale up prevention, testing, management, care and support
for people living with and at risk of BBV and STI.
The ACT Statement of Priorities advocates for a systematic approach to the implementation of evidence‑based
practice, which supports a holistic and lifelong approach to health and wellbeing.
While prevention remains the cornerstone of all responses to hepatitis B, hepatitis C, HIV and sexually transmissible
infections (STIs) in the ACT, the ACT Statement of Priorities also supports an increased focus on new and emerging
testing and treatment regimes, which present the ACT with opportunities to significantly improve health outcomes for
some conditions in the coming years.
The Sexually Transmissible Infections and Blood‑borne Viruses in the ACT: Surveillance Report 2018 (this report)
provides details of the goals, and reports on how ACT is progressing in controlling BBVs and STIs in terms of risk
behaviours, incidence of infection and disease morbidity as well as quality of life, including the personal and social
impacts of these infections. The Kirby Institute, UNSW Sydney, has responsibility for producing the report according to
the ACT Statement of Priorities 2016 – 2020. This report was produced by the Surveillance, Evaluation and Research
Program (SERP) of the Kirby Institute in collaboration with the Burnet Institute (see Acknowledgements).
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1. A
 boriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Blood borne Viruses and
Sexually Transmissible Infections
Epidemiology overview
In 2017 in the ACT, there were 48 chlamydia, 10 gonorrhoea and <5 infectious syphilis notifications reported as
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander. Indigenous status was less than 50% complete for each of the five years
2013 – 2017 for chlamydia notifications and this should be taken into account when considering the representativeness
of these data. Completeness of Indigenous status in the ACT for each of the five years 2013 – 2017 was ≥50% for
gonorrhoea, HIV and infectious syphilis. At the end of 2017, there were zero notifications of congenital syphilis among
the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander population in the ACT.
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Table 2

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander population: Strategy progress

Goal
To reduce the transmission of, and
morbidity and mortality caused by,
BBVs and STIs and to minimise the
personal and social impacts

Target

2015
measure

2016
measure

2017
measure

Sexually transmissible infections and blood borne viruses in the ACT: Surveillance report 2018

1.1

Eliminate congenital
syphilis

Number of congenital syphilis notifications, 2008 – 2017, by Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander status

0 cases

0 cases

0 cases

1.2a

Reduce the incidence
of chlamydia

Figure 1: Number of chlamydia notifications in Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people in the ACT, 2013 – 2017, by sex1

28 cases

40 cases

52 cases

1.2b

Reduce the incidence
of gonorrhoea

Number of gonorrhoea notifications in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people in the ACT, 2013 – 2017, by sex2

<5 cases

5 cases

11 cases

1.2c

Reduce the incidence
of infectious syphilis

Number of infectious syphilis notifications in Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people in the ACT, 2008 – 2017, by sex2,3

<5 cases

0 cases

<5 cases

1.3

Increase the use
of sterile injecting
equipment for every
injecting episode

Figure 2: Proportion of all injections in the ACT by people who inject
drugs in which a new needle and syringe was used in the previous month,
2008 – 20174

25%

24%

35%

Figure 3: Proportion of all injections in the ACT by people who inject drugs
reporting receptive syringe sharing in the previous month, 2008 – 2017 5
(Additional information)

15%

19%

29%

Proportion of people living and who are receiving treatment for HIV,
Hepatitis B and Hepatitis C and Proportion of people diagnosed with HIV,
Hepatitis B and Hepatitis C and receiving treatment6

N/A

N/A

N/A

1.4

1
2
3
4
5
6

Indicator

Increase uptake
by people with HIV,
Hepatitis C and
Hepatitis B

Indigenous status completeness <50% for each year of 2015 – 2017
Indigenous status completeness >50% for each year of 2015 – 2017
Caution should be taken in interpretation of this indicator, due to the small number of notifications overall
Indicator is use of clean needles for the whole of the ACT, not Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, due to small numbers
Indicator is use of receptive syringe for the whole of the ACT, not Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, due to small numbers
Data on treatment uptake for HIV, hepatitis B and hepatitis C among Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples were not available at the time of report preparation, but activities are planned to provide this information for
future reports
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Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander

Goal:
Reduce the transmissions of, and morbidity and mortality caused by,
BBVs and STIs and to minimise the personal and social impacts of these
infections in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities

1.1

Eliminate congenital syphilis in the ACT among the Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander population

Target 1.1 definition
Single
measure

Number of congenital syphilis notifications reported to ACT health

Background: Syphilis can be passed on to the unborn infant during pregnancy, resulting in miscarriage, stillbirth,
neonatal death, and other serious health consequences for the child, including blindness, deafness and intellectual
disabilities.(1)
Data source and considerations: ACT data from NNDSS are used for this indicator. Data on congenital syphilis are
collected against nationally agreed data specifications and reported by all jurisdictions, to NNDSS.
Results: With zero cases of congenital syphilis reported in the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander population in the
ten‑year period 2008 – 2017, this target has currently been met. It will, however, be important to continue to monitor this
target, in the context of increasing rates of infectious syphilis nationally. Nationally, eight cases of congenital syphilis
were reported in 2017, with five (63%) reported as Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander.(2)
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Reduce the incidence of chlamydia, gonorrhoea and infectious syphilis,
accounting for testing levels, in people less than 30 years of age

1.2a

Annual number of chlamydia notifications

Target 1.2 definition
Single
measure

Number of chlamydia notifications in the ACT reported as Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander populations

Background: Untreated chlamydia can lead to pelvic inflammatory disease, infertility and ectopic pregnancy (3‑5).
Chlamydia is the most frequently diagnosed sexually transmissible infection in Australia, and Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people continue to experience a disproportionate disease burden.(6)
Data source and considerations: Incidence is a difficult indicator to measure, and notifications has been used as a
surrogate, recognising that for most infections, they represent only a proportion of the total cases and may be influenced
by changes to testing patterns. ACT data from National Notifiable Diseases Surveillance System (NNDSS) are used for this
indicator. Data on chlamydia are collected against nationally agreed data specifications and reported by all jurisdictions,
to NNDSS. It is important to note that in the ACT, Indigenous status was reported for less than 50% of notifications in 2013
and 2014, so the data might not be representative of the actual magnitude of chlamydia in the population.
Results: The number of notifications of chlamydia in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in the ACT increased
by 86% between 2015 and 2017, from 28 to 52 respectively (Figure 1). The number increased in both males and
females, with a doubling of notifications in males and a 76% increase in notifications in females (data not shown due to
small number of notifications).

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander

1.2

Nationally, there were 7015 chlamydia notifications in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in 2017, 6971 in
2016 and 6697 in 2015 (2). This represents a 5% increase nationally in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander chlamydia
notifications between 2015 and 2017. The increase was greatest between 2015 and 2016 both nationally and in the
ACT. It is important to note that between 2015 and 2017, more than 60% of chlamydia notifications nationally had
incomplete Indigenous status, so caution should be taken in interpreting these figures in comparison to changes in the
ACT where completeness was <50% for each year.

Figure 1

Number of chlamydia notifications in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples in ACT,
2013 – 2017, by sex
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Source: Australian National Notifiable Diseases Surveillance System (Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander status completeness <50% for all the five years
2013 – 2017)
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1.2b

Annual number of gonorrhoea notifications

Target 1.2b definition
Single
measure

Number of gonorrhoea notifications in the ACT reported as Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander population

Background: Gonorrhoea has similar symptoms and sequelae to chlamydia (described above), and untreated
gonorrhoea may also lead to disseminated gonococcal infection.(7, 8) Unlike chlamydia, symptomatic disease is more
common, particularly in men.(7, 8)
Data source and considerations: Incidence is a difficult indicator to measure, and notifications have been used as
a surrogate, recognising that for most infections, they represent only a proportion of the total cases and may be
influenced by changes to testing patterns. ACT data from NNDSS are used for this indicator. Data on gonorrhoea are
collected against nationally agreed data specifications and reported by all jurisdictions, to NNDSS. Indigenous status
was ≥50% complete in the ACT for each of the five years of reporting below (2013 – 2017).
Results: The number of gonorrhoea notifications reported as Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander in the ACT has
increased by 450% between 2015 and 2017. The number of notifications in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander males
was almost twice as higher as compared to females in 2017 (data not shown due to small numbers).
Nationally, there were 4119 gonorrhoea notifications in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in 2017, 3790
in 2016 and 3587 in 2015.(2) This represents a 15% increase in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander gonorrhoea
notifications nationally between 2015 and 2017.
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Annual number of infectious syphilis notifications

Target 1.2c definition
Single
measure

Number of infectious syphilis notifications (defined as infection of less than 2 years duration) in the ACT, reported
as Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander population

Background: Infectious syphilis is highly transmissible and untreated infections can lead to serious adverse health
outcomes including cardiovascular and neurological disease.
Data source and considerations: Incidence is a difficult indicator to measure, and notifications have been used as
a surrogate, recognising that for most infections, they represent only a proportion of the total cases and may be
influenced by changes to testing patterns. ACT data from NNDSS are used for this indicator. Data on infectious syphilis
are collected against nationally agreed data specifications and reported by all jurisdictions, to NNDSS. High Indigenous
status completeness (>50%) facilitates reporting on infectious syphilis in the ACT.
Results: The number of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander infectious syphilis notifications in the ACT has remained <5
in all years between 2008 and 2017 (individual year data not shown due to small numbers).
Nationally, there were 779 infectious syphilis notifications in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in 2017, 532
in 2016 and 443 in 2015.(2) This represents a 76% increase in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander infectious syphilis
notifications nationally between 2015 and 2017.
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1.3

Increase in the use of sterile injecting equipment for every injecting episode

Target 1.3 definition
Numerator

Number of ANSPS participants who report using a new needle/syringe for all injections in the month preceding the
survey in the ACT

Denominator

Total number of ANSPS participants who report injecting drugs in the previous month in ACT

Background: Coverage is a critical indicator of the effectiveness of interventions such as needle and syringe programs
to prevent or control BBV transmission among people who inject drugs. Syringe coverage can be determined at the
population level and the individual‑level. This indicator focuses on individual‑level coverage.
Data source and considerations: The Australian Needle and Syringe Program Survey (ANSPS) is conducted annually
and collects data from a large heterogeneous community‑based sample of people (in 2017 n= 119 in the ACT) who
inject drugs accessing primary needle and syringe programs (NSPs) from a range of geographical areas across all
states and territories. The ANSPS collects data on the use of new needles/syringes for injecting. The small number
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people recruited to the study prohibits reporting by Indigenous status, and as
such, the data provided below are for all ANSPS respondents from the ACT.
Results: The proportion of all injections in ANSPS respondents in the ACT who used a new needle and syringe each
time they injected in the previous month has increased by an absolute 10% between 2015 and 2017 (25% in 2015 to
35% in 2017) (Figure 2). This compares to a stable proportion nationally, of 74% in 2015 and 75% in 2017.(9)

Figure 2

Proportion of all injections in ACT by people who inject drugs in which a new needle and
syringe used in the previous month, 2008 – 2017*
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Indicator is use of clean needles by all people who inject drugs in the ACT by gender, not by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander status, due to small
numbers

Source: Australian Needle and Syringe Program Survey
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Receptive syringe sharing (Additional information)

Target 1.3a definition
Numerator

Number of ANSPS participants who report re‑use of another person’s used needle and syringe (receptive syringe
sharing) in the month preceding the survey

Denominator

Total number of ANSPS participants in ACT who report injecting drugs in the previous month

Background: The re‑use of used needles and syringes at least once, or receptive syringe sharing, is a major risk
factor for the transmission of HIV, hepatitis and other blood borne viruses. Monitoring the prevalence of receptive
syringe sharing among people who inject drugs is important as this behaviour can increase the risk of transmitting and
acquiring BBV such as hepatitis C and HIV.
Data source and considerations: The ANSPS is conducted annually and collects data from a large heterogeneous
community‑based sample of people (In 2017 n= 119 in the ACT) who inject drugs accessing primary needle and
syringe programs (NSPs) from a range of geographical areas across all states and territories. The ANSPS collects
data on the use of new needles/syringes for injecting. The small number of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people
recruited to the study prohibits reporting by Indigenous status, as such, the data provided below are for all ANSPS
respondents from the ACT.
Results: The proportion of ANSPS respondents in the ACT reporting receptive syringe sharing almost doubled, from
15% in 2015 to 29% in 2017 (Figure 3). This compares to stable proportions nationally at 16% in 2015 and 17% in 2017.(9)

Figure 3

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander

1.3a

Proportion of all injections in the ACT by people who inject drugs reporting receptive syringe
sharing in the previous month, 2008 – 2017*
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numbers

Source: Australian Needle and Syringe Program Survey
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1.4

Increase the number of people living with with hepatitis B, hepatitis C and HIV
receiving antiviral treatment

Target 1.4 definition
Numerator

Number of resident people receiving antiviral treatment for respective disease

Denominator

Resident population estimated to be living with respective disease and relevant population diagnosed with relevant
disease in ACT

Background: Early treatment of people who are living with each of these respective diseases is vital to the health
of infected individuals, but also to prevent onward transmission of disease. Monitoring the change in relevant state
proportion is an important indicator of the success of program outcomes.
Data source and considerations: National data sources are used to develop relevant estimates for the numerator and
denominator, but disease specific modifications are made to these data. The Kirby Institute develops state‑based
estimates of the overall number of resident people receiving antiviral treatment per calendar year as part of national
surveillance diagnosis and continuum of care cascade reporting requirements. These are based on patient numbers
by state listed as being dispensed antiviral therapy on the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS). These data are not
available by Indigenous status, due to incomplete Voluntary Indigenous Identifier field in Medicare. Several linkage
studies are currently underway that will likely facilitate future reporting.
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2. Hepatitis B
Epidemiology overview:
In 2017 there were 84 hepatitis B notifications (newly acquired and unspecified) in the ACT, 44 (52.4%) were in males,
and less than 5 were in the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander population.

Table 3

Hepatitis B Strategy progress

Goal

Reduce the
transmission of
hepatitis B

Target

Indicator

2.1 Achieve
hepatitis B
childhood
vaccination
coverage of 95%

2.2 Increase
hepatitis B
vaccination
coverage of
priority population

2015
measure

2016
measure

2017
measure

Figure 4: Hepatitis B vaccination coverage estimates
among the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
population in the ACT at
12 and
24 months, 2010 – 2017

91.6%
97.4%

95.0%
96.5%

91.5%
97.9%

Hepatitis B vaccination coverage estimates among
the non‑Indigenous population in the ACT at
12 and
24 months, 2010 – 2017

94.5%
95.7%

95.3%
96.0%

95.2%
96.2%

*

*

*

*

*

*

6.3%

6.4%

*2

Proportion of people attending sexual health clinics
with immunity to hepatitis B, based on vaccination
documentation and serology, 2013 – 2016, by age
group

Reduce the
2.3 Increase to 80%
morbidity and
the proportion of
mortality caused
all people living
by hepatitis B
with chronic
hepatitis B who
are diagnosed1

Minimise
Personal and
social Impact

*
1
2

24

2.4 Increase to 15%
the proportion of
all people living
with chronic
hepatitis B who
are receiving
antiviral treatment

Figure 5: Hepatitis B diagnosis and care cascade

No indicator

No data currently available

Data not available
Hepatitis B cascade of care modelling not undertaken at the jurisdictional level for the number of people diagnosed with hepatitis B
Hepatitis B cascade of care modelling not complete for 2017
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Goal:
Reduce the transmission of, and morbidity and mortality caused by,
hepatitis B and to minimise the personal and social impact of Australians
living with Hepatitis B

2.1

Achieve hepatitis B childhood vaccination coverage of 95%

Target 2.1 definition
Numerator

Number of children in the relevant cohort in the ACT who have hepatitis B vaccination dose 3 by 12 (and 24)
months of age recorded on the Australian Immunisation Register (AIR)

Denominator

Number of children turning 12 (and 24) months of age in the ACT in the measurement year on the Australian
Childhood Immunisation Register (ACIR)

Background: Primary prevention strategies to protect people from acquiring hepatitis B infection include vaccination,
use of sterile needles and syringes and ancillary equipment among people who inject drugs, condom use, universal
precautions in health care settings, monitoring of pregnant women living with chronic hepatitis B and their babies, and
screening of blood donors, reflecting the different modes of transmission. Vaccination is the most effective means of
preventing the transmission of hepatitis B. Effective implementation of the vaccination program will provide the most
substantial long‑term prevention impacts, due to the inverse relationship between age at initial infection and risk of
progression to chronic infection. In 1985, the Northern Territory (NT) introduced hepatitis B screening to all pregnant
women and vaccination of infants born to mothers living with chronic infection. In 1990, universal infant vaccination was
implemented in the NT and in 1998 a catch‑up program targeting 6 – 16‑year olds was introduced. In 2000, hepatitis B
vaccination of all infants commenced in other states and territories of Australia and the introduction of a universal
adolescent (teenagers aged 12 – 15 years) school‑based hepatitis B vaccination catch‑up program commenced in
1998. In the ACT, hepatitis B vaccine is also funded for people who inject drugs, as well as household and sexual
contacts of people with hepatitis B.

HBV

Data source and considerations: Hepatitis B vaccine coverage is estimated using data from the National Centre for
Immunisation Research of Vaccine Preventable Diseases (NCIRS) surveillance of immunisation coverage and the
Australian Childhood Immunisation Register (ACIR). Data are only included from 2010 onwards, as the definition of ‘fully
vaccinated’ changed in late 2009.
Results: Over the past 5 years (2013 – 2017), hepatitis B vaccination coverage rates for children remained high in the
ACT (Figure 4). In 2017, hepatitis B vaccination coverage at 12 months was lower (91.5%) in Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander children compared to non‑Indigenous children (95.2%), reaching 97.9% and 96.2% at 24 months respectively
(Figure 4). The fluctuation in coverage at 12 months may reflect the effect of small numbers, however, the lower rates at
12 months in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children still suggest issues around timeliness of completion of the
vaccination course, which may lead to increased risk of disease acquisition.
This compares to national hepatitis B vaccination coverage in 2017 at 12 and 24 months in Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander children of 93.0% and 97.5%, and at 12 and 24 months in non‑Indigenous children of 94.6% and 96.4%.(9)
This reflects a similar national picture of issues with timeliness at 12 months among Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
children, with an increase in coverage at 24 months, compared to non‑Indigenous children.
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Vaccine coverage (%)

Figure 4

Hepatitis B vaccination coverage estimates in the ACT at 12 and 24 months, by Indigenous
status, 2010 – 2017
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Year

2.2

Increase hepatitis B vaccination coverage of priority populations

Target 2.2 definition
Numerator

Number of sexual health clinic attendees with serological evidence of immunity to hepatitis B

Denominator

Number of sexual health clinic attendees tested for hepatitis B in a given year in the ACT

Background: Hepatitis B vaccination is not recommended in all adults, but rather priority populations at higher risk of
infection, including men who have sex with men, people who inject drugs, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples,
household and sexual contacts of people with hepatitis B, sex workers, persons at occupational risk, people living with
HIV and migrants from hepatitis B endemic countries. At sexual health clinics in Australia, all patients are asked about
past hepatitis B vaccination on their first visit. If no prior vaccination is reported or the patient’s vaccination status is
uncertain, the national policy is to screen high risk (men who have sex with men, sex workers, people who inject drugs,
Asia‑Pacific born) patients for hepatitis B infection, and if susceptible, offer vaccination.
Data source and considerations: Historically national reporting for this indicator uses data from 42 sexual health clinics
participating in the Australian Collaboration for Coordinated Enhanced Sentinel Surveillance of Blood Borne Viruses
and Sexually Transmitted Infections (ACCESS) project. Classification of hepatitis B vaccination and immunity among
sexual health service attendees is based on pathology results for tests of hepatitis B surface antigens (HbsAg), core
antibodies (anti‑HBc), and surface antibodies (anti‑HBs); clinical diagnoses of acute or chronic hepatitis B. Patients
are only included in this analysis if one or more of these data are available. Hepatitis B immunity data were not
available nationally or for the ACT in 2017, due to issues with extraction of pathology results. This is being resolved, and
information will be available for future reporting.

HBV
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2.3

Increase to 80 per cent the proportion of all people living with
chronic hepatitis B who are diagnosed

Target 2.3 definition
Numerator

Cumulative number of hepatitis B notifications reported to ACT Health from 1971 – 2016

Denominator

Modelled total number of people who have ever had chronic hepatitis B in the ACT

Background: Of the estimated 230 034 people with chronic hepatitis B in Australia in 2016, over 85 803 (37%) remain
unaware of their infection status(2) . Late diagnosis of hepatitis B infection has a significant impact on mortality and
morbidity. Therefore, it is important to increase the proportion of people with chronic hepatitis B who have been diagnosed.
Data source and considerations: The proportion of people living with chronic hepatitis B who have been diagnosed is
estimated using model‑derived estimates of the total number of people who have ever had chronic hepatitis B in the
ACT as the denominator and the cumulative number of notifications of hepatitis B from 1971 – 2016 as the numerator.
Mortality is not included in this aspect of the analysis and therefore the proportion derived represents those ever having
lived with chronic hepatitis B who have ever been diagnosed. Data were accessed through the WHO Collaborating
Centre for Viral Hepatitis, VIDRL, Doherty Institute.
Results: Estimates are not available for 2017. The data on people living with hepatitis B who have been diagnosed
is not calculated annually for individual jurisdictions. The number of hepatitis B notifications in the ACT for 2016 was
847, however a cumulative estimate is not yet available, prohibiting calculation of the proportion of people living with
diagnosed hepatitis B in the ACT. It is anticipated that 2017 data will be available for reporting in 2019.
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2.4

Increase to 15 per cent the proportion of people living with chronic
hepatitis B who are receiving antiviral treatment

Target 2.4 definition
Numerator

Number of people dispensed medication for chronic hepatitis B infection in the ACT

Denominator

Modelled estimate of the number of people living with chronic hepatitis B in the ACT

Background: Increasing access to antiviral treatment will prevent deaths due to advanced liver disease, and help
address the rising burden of hepatitis B related liver cancer. It is important to note that not all people with hepatitis B
will benefit from treatment. Treatment initiation depends on disease stage, with chronic infection and liver damage
indicating treatment should be considered.
Data source and considerations: The number of people receiving treatment for chronic hepatitis B in 2017 was derived
using pharmaceutical dispensing data from the Department of Human Services Australia regarding the number of
individuals receiving a treatment indicated for hepatitis B virus infection (adefovir, entecavir, lamivudine, telbivudine,
tenofovir, and pegylated interferon). Data were accessed through the WHO Collaborating Centre for Viral Hepatitis,
VIDRL, Doherty Institute.
Results: In 2016, 257 (6.4%) people living with chronic hepatitis B received treatment (Figure 5). Estimates are not
available for 2017. This compares to national treatment uptake of treatment of 7.0% in 2016.(9)

Number of people

Figure 5

Hepatitis B diagnosis and care cascade for the ACT, 2016
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Denotes Hepatitis B notifications for 2016 only (not cumulative) and is therefore an underrepresentation of the total number diagnosed with hepatitis B
in the ACT

Source: WHO Collaborating Centre for Viral Hepatitis, VIDRL, Doherty Institute. See Methodological Notes for details
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3. Hepatitis C
Epidemiology overview
In 2017 in the ACT there were 138 hepatitis C notifications (newly acquired and unspecified), 87 (63%) were in males,
19 (14%) were reported as Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander, 119 (86%) as non‑Indigenous, and a further 15
(18%) had incomplete Indigenous status. There were 9 notifications (7%) reported as newly acquired hepatitis C. For
hepatitis C notifications in the ACT with risk factor information available in 2017, 85% were attributed to injecting drug
use in the last two years.

Table 4

Hepatitis C: Strategy progress

Goal

30

Target

Indicator

Reduce the
transmission
of hepatitis C

3.1

Reduce the
morbidity
and mortality
caused by
hepatitis C

3.2 Increase the
number of people
receiving antiviral
treatment by 50 %
each year

Minimise
personal and
social Impact

No target

Reduce the
incidence of
new hepatitis C
infections by 50%
each year

2015 measure

2016 measure

2017 measure

Figure 6: The number of
hepatitis C notifications in the
ACT, 2008 – 2017, in people
aged <25 years

9
(47% decrease
from 2014)

23
(155% increase
from 2015)

13
(43% decrease
from 2016)

Figure 7: Hepatitis C diagnosis
and care cascade

5.3%
of people living
with hepatitis C

29.0%
of people living
with hepatitis C

14.2%
of people living
with hepatitis C
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Goal:
To reduce the transmission of, and morbidity and mortality caused
by hepatitis C, and to minimise the personal and social impact of the
epidemic
3.1

Reduce the incidence of new hepatitis C infections by 50 per cent
each year

Nationally the Australian Needle and Syringe Program (ANSP) data are used to calculate hepatitis C incidence. This
isn’t possible for the ACT, given the small sample size. As the primary route of transmission of hepatitis C is sharing
injecting equipment, and injecting drug use typically starts in late adolescence or early adulthood, trends in the number
of diagnoses in those aged less than 25 years can also be a proxy for the incidence of hepatitis C infection.

Target 3.1 definition
Single
measure

Number of newly diagnosed hepatitis C infections (newly acquired and unspecified) in people aged <25 years
reported to ACT Health

Background: Reported numbers of newly diagnosed hepatitis C infections (newly acquired and unspecified) in
people aged <25 years can be used to monitor the trends of transmission in Australia. As the primary route of
transmission of hepatitis C is sharing injecting equipment, and injecting drug use typically starts in late adolescence
or early adulthood, trends in the rate of diagnoses in those aged less than 25 years can also be a proxy for the
incidence of hepatitis C infection.
Data source and considerations: Notifications data are provided by Australian NNDSS. Data on hepatitis C are
collected against nationally agreed data specifications and reported by all jurisdictions, to NNDSS.

HCV

Results: The number of notifications of hepatitis C in people aged <25 years in the ACT has increased by 44%
between 2015 and 2017 (9 cases in 2015 and 13 cases in 2017). The number of notifications decreased by 43% since
2017 (23 cases in 2016) but increased by 155% in 2015 to 2016 (9 cases in 2015) (Figure 6). Nationally there were
1155 hepatitis C notifications in those aged <25 years in 2017, 1170 in 2016 and 1208 in 2015.(9)

Number of notifications

Figure 6

Hepatitis C notification in the ACT, 2008 – 2017 in people aged <25 years, by year
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Source: Australian National Notifiable Diseases Surveillance System
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3.2

Increase the number of people receiving antiviral treatment by 50
per cent each year

Target 3.2 definition
Single
measure

Number of individuals in the ACT dispensed medications for hepatitis C infection

Background: Hepatitis C is a curable infection. Treating hepatitis C reduces an individual’s risk of developing chronic
liver disease, cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma, and improves quality of life.(10) Also, mathematical modelling
suggests treating sufficient number of people with hepatitis C who currently inject drugs could reduce disease
transmission and lower the population prevalence and incidence of hepatitis C.(11) Treatments available prior to March
2016 had been limited with poor efficacy and considerable side effects. New DAAs became available on the Australian
PBS from 1 March 2016.
Data source and considerations: Information on the number of individuals who were dispensed medications for
hepatitis C infection will come from the PBS. The estimated number of people living with hepatitis C infection in the ACT
was derived using a difference equation mathematical model produced collaboratively between the Centre for Disease
Analysis and the Kirby Institute.
Results: It was estimated that there were 2533 people living with hepatitis C living in the ACT in 2017. Of those an
estimated cumulative 2364 (93% of people living with hepatitis C) were diagnosed by the end of 2017, 1111 were
RNA tested for hepatitis C, 360 were receiving antiretroviral therapy in 2017 (14.2% of people living with hepatitis C)
(Figure 7). Of people living with hepatitis C in the ACT, 850 (29%) and 190 (19%) received treatment in 2016 and 2015,
respectively. This compares to an estimated 21 530 (12%) of people living with hepatitis C receiving treatment nationally
in 2017, and 32 600 (16%) in 2016.(9)
% diagnosed and
received treatment (DAA)*

Estimated number of people

Figure 7

Hepatitis C diagnosis and cascade of care in the ACT, 2015 – 2017
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Received
treatment

HCV
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4. HIV
Epidemiology overview
In 2017 in the ACT there were 13 HIV notifications, 8 (62%) in males, 6 (46%) reporting male to male sexual contact as
the mode of acquistion, <5 were classified as newly acquired infection and 8 (62%) were classified as late diagnoses.
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Table 5

HIV: Strategy progress

Goal

Target

Indicator

2015
measure

2016
measure

Figure 8: Proportion of newly diagnosed HIV notifications in the
ACT, 2008 – 2017, by exposure

85% through sexual
transmission

100% through sexual 100% through sexual
transmission
transmission

Figure 9: Proportion of newly diagnosed HIV classified as newly
acquired HIV infection in the ACT, 2008 – 2017 (Additional
information)

57%

31%

15%

Figure 10: The number of newly diagnosed HIV notifications in the
ACT, 2008 – 2017(Additional information)

14 cases

13 cases

13 cases

Figure 11: The proportion of new diagnosed HIV notifications in the
ACT, 2008 – 2017, by age group (Additional information)

30 – 39 years
(21 %)

20 – 29 years
(38%)

30 – 39 years
(54%)

4.2 Sustain the low general population
rates of HIV in Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people and
communities

Newly diagnosed HIV notification rate in the Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander population, 2008 – 2017, by sex

0 cases

0 cases

0 cases

4.3 Sustain the virtual elimination of
HIV among sex workers

Figure 12: HIV incidence rate per 100 person‑years in female sex
workers attending sexual health clinics, 2013 – 2017 (national
figures)1

0.04 cases/100
person‑years

0.04 cases/100
person‑years

0.04 cases/100
person‑years

4.4 Sustain the virtual elimination of HIV
among people who inject drugs

Number of cases of HIV among people who inject drugs, attending 0 cases
needle and syringe programs in the ACT

0 cases

0 cases

ACT HIV notifications attributed to injecting drug use
(Additional information)

<5 cases

0 cases

0 cases

4.5 Increase treatment uptake by
people with diagnosed HIV to 90%

Figure 13: HIV diagnosis and cascade of care, 2015 – 2017

97%

91%

78%2

4.6 Maintain effective prevention
programs targeting sex workers
and for people who inject drugs

No indicator available

*

*

*

Work towards
4.1
achieving
the virtual
elimination of HIV
transmission in
Australia

Reduce sexual transmission of HIV
by 50%
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4.4.1

Reduce the
morbidity and
mortality caused
by HIV

Minimise
Personal and
social Impact
*
1
2

No target

Data not available
National HIV incidence among female sex workers is reported, not incidence in the ACT
It is likely that this is an underestimation, due to people in the ACT having their treatment dispensed outside of the ACT. ACCESS data on treatment coverage were unavailable at the time of reporting.

2017
measure
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Goal:
Work towards achieving the virtual elimination of HIV transmission in
Australia

4.1

Reduce sexual transmission of HIV by 50 per cent

4.1.1

Proportion of new HIV notifications by exposure category

Target 4.1.1 definition
Numerator

Number of newly diagnosed HIV notifications in the ACT by exposure category

Denominator

Number of newly diagnosed HIV notifications in the ACT recorded in the National HIV Registry

Background: Reported numbers of diagnoses by exposure risk can be used to monitor the trends of HIV transmission
in the ACT. However, trends in diagnoses may only reflect trends in incidence if testing is relatively frequent and rates of
testing are relatively constant among people at risk of HIV infection.
Data source and considerations: ACT HIV notifications data are sourced directly from the National HIV Registry, via
the Kirby Institute. HIV infection is a notifiable disease in each State/Territory health jurisdiction in Australia. All new
HIV diagnoses are reported by doctors and laboratories to State/Territory health authorities. Information sought on
the notification form includes; name code, sex, date of birth, post code, country of birth, Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander status, date of HIV diagnosis, CD4+ cell count at diagnosis, source of exposure to HIV and evidence of newly
acquired HIV infection. Details of de-identified notifications are then forwarded to the Kirby Institute, UNSW Sydney, for
inclusion in the National HIV Registry.
Results: All HIV notifications in the ACT were attributed to sexual contact (male to male sexual contact or heterosexual
contact) in 2016 and 2017 (Figure 8). In 2015 85% of notifications were attributed to sexual contact and 14% to
injecting drug use. More than two thirds of HIV notifications in the ACT were attributed to male to male sex in 2015 and
2016, decreasing to 46% in 2017. Conversely, the proportion attributed to heterosexual contact increased from 23 to
54% between 2016 and 2017. Caution should be taken in interpretation of these changes, due to the small number of
notifications in each category.
Nationally, 93% of notifications included a sexual contact exposure in 2017, with 63% nationally attributed to male to
male sexual contact in 2017.(9)
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Proportion (%)

Figure 8

The proportion of newly diagnosed HIV notifications in the ACT, 2008 – 2017, by exposure
category
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Source: The National HIV Registry
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4.1.2

Proportion of new HIV diagnoses classified as recent (Additional information)

Target 4.1.2 definition
Numerator

Number of newly diagnosed HIV notifications in the ACT with a negative test, onset of primary HIV infection and/or
indeterminate test less than 365 days

Denominator

Number of newly diagnosed HIV notifications in the ACT recorded in the National HIV Registry

Background: HIV incidence is defined as the number of new HIV infections in a population during a specified time
period. Understanding HIV incidence in a population is important to monitor the epidemic, improve the development
and implementation of interventions and to evaluate the impact of prevention and treatment programs.(12) Determining
the best strategy for measuring incidence remains a challenge. For some newly diagnosed HIV cases, it is possible to
determine that they were acquired in the 12 months prior to diagnosis (newly acquired or recent HIV infections), on the
basis of a recent prior negative test or other laboratory and clinical markers.
Data source and considerations: Incidence is a difficult indicator to measure, and notifications have been used as
a surrogate, recognising that for most infections, they represent only a proportion of the total cases and may be
influenced by changes in testing patterns. HIV infection is a notifiable disease in each State/Territory health jurisdiction
in Australia. Details of de-identified notifications are forwarded to the Kirby Institute, UNSW Sydney, for inclusion in the
National HIV Registry. ACT data were sourced directly from the National HIV Registry, via the Kirby Institute. Trends
in the proportion of diagnoses classified as newly acquired need to be interpreted cautiously as they could reflect
increases in regular testing allowing determination of recent infection rather than an increase in actual new infections.
Results: The proportion of all new HIV diagnoses in the ACT that were classified as newly acquired decreased from
57% in 2015, to 15% in 2017. (Figure 9). This compares to the national proportion HIV notifications classified as newly
acquired of 39% in 2015, 36% in 2016 and 25% in 2017. (9)

Proportion (%)

Figure 9
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2014

2015

2016

2017
Year

4.1.3

Number of newly diagnosed HIV notifications (Additional information)

Target definition 4.1.3
Single
measure

Number of ACT newly diagnosed HIV infections recorded in the National HIV Registry, by sex

Background: Reported numbers of diagnoses can be used to monitor the trends of HIV transmission in Australia.
However, trends in diagnoses may only reflect trends in incidence if testing is relatively frequent and rates of testing are
relatively constant among people at risk of HIV infection.
Data source and considerations: ACT HIV notifications data are sourced directly from the National HIV Registry, via
the Kirby Institute. HIV infection is a notifiable disease in each State/Territory health jurisdiction in Australia. All new
HIV diagnoses are reported by doctors and laboratories to State/Territory health authorities. Information sought on
the notification form incudes; name code, sex, date of birth, post code, country of birth, Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander status, date of HIV diagnosis, CD4+ cell count at diagnosis, source of exposure to HIV and evidence of newly
acquired HIV infection. Details of de-identified notifications are then forwarded to the Kirby Institute, UNSW Sydney, for
inclusion in the National HIV Registry.
Results: The number of newly diagnosed HIV notifications in the ACT have been steady between 2015 and 2017 (14
and 13 cases, respectively) (Figure 10). Numbers of notifications have been higher in males as compared to females in
all years (data not shown due to small numbers of cases).

Figure 10

Newly diagnosed HIV notification in the ACT, 2008 – 2017
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4.1.4

Proportion of newly diagnosed HIV notifications by age group: Additional information

Target 4.1.4 definition
Numerator

Number of newly diagnosed HIV notifications in the ACT, by age group

Denominator

Number of newly diagnosed HIV notifications in the ACT recorded in the National HIV Registry

Background: Reported HIV diagnoses can be used to monitor the trends of HIV transmission in Australia. Trends in
notifications by age group can provide important information on where to target prevention activities.
Data source and considerations: ACT HIV notifications data are sourced directly from the National HIV Registry, via
the Kirby Institute. HIV infection is a notifiable disease in each State/Territory health jurisdiction in Australia. All new
HIV diagnoses are reported by doctors and laboratories to State/Territory health authorities. Details of de-identified
notifications are then forwarded to the Kirby Institute, UNSW Sydney, for inclusion in the National HIV Registry.
Results: Between 2015 and 2017, all HIV notifications in the ACT were in people aged 20 years or older (Figure 11),
with the majority in 2017 (54%) being in the 30 – 39‑year age group. Nationally, in 2017, the greatest number of HIV
notifications was also in the 30 – 39 year age group (31%).(9)

Proportion (%)

Figure 11

Proportion of newly diagnosed HIV notification in the ACT, 2008 – 2017, by age group
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2017
Year

4.2

Sustain the low general population rates of HIV in Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people and communities

Target 4.2 definition
Single
measure

Number of newly diagnosed HIV notifications in the ACT in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples recorded
in the National HIV Registry

Background: Historically there have been low rates of HIV nationally in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples,
with rates similar to the Australian‑born non‑Indigenous population in 2007 and 2008, after which rates have started to
diverge. Monitoring the ongoing HIV epidemic in this population is therefore crucial to plan appropriate interventions to
prevent ongoing transmission.
Data source and considerations: HIV has always had high completeness of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander status
(>95%) across all jurisdictions, facilitating reporting at the jurisdictional level.
Results: The ACT has not reported any Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander HIV notifications in the ten‑year period
2008 – 2017.

HIV
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4.3

Sustain the virtual elimination of HIV amongst sex workers

Target 4.3 definition
Numerator

Number of HIV seroconversions among female sex workers, defined as the midpoint between the last negative and
first positive test for HIV

Denominator

Person years at risk, defined as the time between the first and last test in the cohort time period

Background: HIV incidence can be measured in cohorts of people at risk of HIV infection, who are documented
as having a negative HIV antibody test at entry into the cohort and are followed up at regular intervals over time to
document their HIV status and track potential seroconversion. If cohorts are sufficiently large, and representative of the
population group(s) of interest, then robust estimates of incidence can be obtained. However, it is not feasible to recruit
and maintain such cohorts for estimating incidence in the Australian population. Instead, cohorts based on routine HIV
testing data in populations who test regularly are increasingly being used to measure incidence.
Data source and considerations: National data from 44 sexual health clinics participating in the ACCESS network
enable calculation of HIV incidence in female sex workers. HIV incidence is calculated by dividing the number of
seroconversions among people undergoing repeat HIV testing at sexual health clinics by the person’s time at risk
(determined by the time between repeat HIV tests). Incidence estimates from populations attending sexual health
clinics may not be generalisable to the broader populations at risk. Data were not available for the ACT alone, and
therefore national incidence is presented instead.
Results: No data is available for this indicator for ACT. Nationally HIV incidence among female sex workers has been
reported for this indicator. For the years 2013 – 2017, among the female sex workers attending sexual health services
who had at least one repeat HIV test (n=7212), there were five seroconversions during 12 771 person‑years at risk,
equating to an overall HIV incidence of 0.04 per 100‑person years (95% CI 0.02 – 0.09). The HIV incidence remained at
or under 0.08 per 100 person‑years over the past five years, nationally (Figure 12).(9)

Incidence rate per 100 person years

Figure 12

HIV incidence rate per 100 person-years in female sex workers attending sexual health clinics,
2013 – 2017
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Source: ACCESS: the Australian Collaboration for Coordinated Enhanced Sentinel Surveillance of Sexually Transmissible Infections and Blood borne
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4.4

Sustain the virtual elimination of HIV amongst people who inject drugs

Target 4.4 definition
Numerator

Number of people testing positive for HIV among people who inject drugs attending needle and syringe programs in
the ACT

Denominator

Number of people who inject drugs attending needle and syringe programs in the ACT

Background: HIV prevention among people who inject drugs has been highly successful in Australia and has resulted
in sustained low HIV prevalence. People who inject drugs remain a priority population because of the potential for an
increase in HIV transmission; for example, through changes in the availability of clean injecting equipment.
Data source and considerations: The ANSPS is conducted annually over a two‑week period and collects data
from a large heterogeneous community‑based sample of people who inject drugs accessing NSP from a range of
geographical areas across all states and territories.
Results: The HIV prevalence among people who inject drugs attending needle and syringe programs in the ACT
remained 0% in each of the ten years from 2008 – 2017.

HIV
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4.4.1

ACT HIV notifications attributed to injecting drug use: Additional information

Target 4.1.1 definition
Single
measure

The number of ACT notifications including an exposure risk of injecting drug use

Background: Reported numbers of diagnoses can be used to monitor the trends of HIV transmission in Australia by
sex. However, trends in diagnoses may only reflect trends in incidence if testing is relatively frequent and rates of
testing are relatively constant among people at risk of HIV infection.
Data source and considerations: ACT HIV notifications data are sourced directly from the National HIV Registry, via
the Kirby Institute. HIV infection is a notifiable disease in each State/Territory health jurisdiction in Australia. All new
HIV diagnoses are reported by doctors and laboratories to State/Territory health authorities. Information sought on
the notification form incudes; name code, sex, date of birth, post code, country of birth, Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander status, date of HIV diagnosis, CD4+ cell count at diagnosis, source of exposure to HIV and evidence of newly
acquired HIV infection. Details of de-identified notifications are then forwarded to the Kirby Institute, UNSW Sydney, for
inclusion in the National HIV Registry.
Results: The number of new HIV diagnoses recording an exposure risk including injecting drug use has been very low
(<5) in each year of the 10‑year period 2008 to 2017. The limited information collected on these notifications precludes
any interpretation of current or previous injecting history.
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Goal:
Reduce the morbidity and mortality caused by HIV
4.5

Increase treatment uptake by people living with HIV to 90 per cent

Target 4.5 definition
Numerator

Number of people in the ACT living with HIV and prescribed antiretroviral treatment

Denominator

Model-based estimate of number of people living with HIV in the ACT

Background: There is conclusive evidence that effective antiretroviral treatment leads to the reduction of viral load
to undetectable levels which virtually eliminates the risk of onward HIV transmission to sexual partners.(13-15) New
evidence on the personal health benefit of early HIV therapy, published in July 2015,(16) led to changes in HIV treatment
guidelines in Australian and internationally to recommend that HIV therapy be offered immediately on HIV diagnosis
irrespective of CD4 level.(16)
Data source and considerations: The number of people prescribed ART was estimated using a 10% sample of the PBS
patient level script claims data provided by the company Prospection, and an estimate of people living with HIV and
receiving treatment under compassionate access schemes. It is important to note that people living in the ACT may have
their treatment dispensed outside of the ACT, thereby resulting in an under representation in the proportion on treatment.
ACCESS data for HIV treatment coverage to supplement this indicator were unavailable at the time of reporting.
Results: It was estimated that there were 540 people living with HIV in the ACT in 2017. Of these an estimated 360
(67%) people had been diagnosed and 280 (78% of those diagnosed) received antiretroviral therapy (Figure 13). This
corresponds to 52% of people living with HIV received antiretroviral therapy in 2017 in the ACT.

HIV

It is important to note that the 78% treatment coverage is likely an underestimation. In 2015, 327 people were dispensed
HIV treatment in the ACT, with 233 (70%) only ever having had treatment dispensed in the ACT. The other nearly 30%
had treatment dispensed outside the ACT at some point. The same information is not yet available for 2016 or 2017.
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Number of people

Figure 13

The HIV diagnosis and care cascade for the ACT, 2015 – 2017
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Goal:
Minimise the personal and social impact of HIV
4.6

Maintain effective prevention programs targeting sex workers and people who
inject drugs

HIV prevention among sex workers has been highly successful in Australia and has resulted in HIV incidence rates
among the lowest in the world. There is international documentation of the best measures of effective prevention
programs,(17) and discussions are ongoing as to the most relevant data to report on this target in the Australian context.
For this indicator there are currently no agreed upon quantitative targets.

HIV
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5. Sexually transmissible infections
Epidemiology overview
In 2017 in the ACT there were 1466 chlamydia, 250 gonorrhoea and 33 infectious syphilis notifications. There were 0
cases of congenital syphilis recorded.

Table 6

Sexually transmissible infections: Strategy progress

Goal
To reduce the
transmission
of chlamydia,
gonorrhoea
and syphilis
(infectious and
congenital)

Target

Indicator

5.1

Achieve human
papillomavirus
(HPV) adolescent
vaccination
coverage of 70%

Figure 14: Three dose HPV vaccination
coverage for all adolescents turning 15
years of age in the ACT, 2008 – 2017
Females
Males

5.2

Increasing
testing coverage
in priority
populations

Figure 15: Proportion of 15 – 29‑year‑olds
in the ACT receiving a chlamydia test in
the previous 12 months, 2009 – 2017

5.3

Reduce the
incidence of
chlamydia

Reduce the
incidence of
gonorrhoea

5.4

5.5a Reduce the
incidence of
infectious syphilis

5.5b Eliminate
congenital syphilis

*
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2015
measure

2016
measure

2017
measure

78.3%
69.6%

79.9%
71.4%

80.1%
78.6%

9.9%

9.6%

9.2%

Figure 16: Number of chlamydia
notifications in the ACT, 2008 – 2017

1266 cases

1362 cases

1466 cases

Figure 17: Number of chlamydia
notifications in the ACT, 2008 – 2017, by
age group (Additional information)

20 – 24
years *
(509 cases)

20 – 24
years *
(500 cases)

20 – 24
years *
(526 cases)

Figure 18: Number of gonorrhoea
notifications in the ACT, 2008 – 2017

141 cases

201 cases

250 cases

Figure 19: Number of gonorrhoea
notifications in the ACT, 2008 – 2017, by
age group (Additional information)

30 – 39
years*
(39 cases)

20 – 24
years *
(55 cases)

30 – 39
years*
(81 cases)

Figure 20: Proportion of gonorrhoea
notifications in the ACT, 2008 – 2017, by
sexual exposure (Additional information)

MSM
(67%)~

MSM
(62%)~

MSM
(61%)~

Figure 21: Number of infectious syphilis
notifications in the ACT, 2008 – 2017

14 cases

13 cases

33 cases

Number of infectious syphilis notifications
in the ACT, 2008 – 2017, by age group
(Additional information)

40+ years *
(9 cases)

40+ years *
(15 cases)

40+ years *
(21 cases)

Figure 22: Proportion of infectious syphilis
notifications in the ACT, 2008 – 2017, by
sexual exposure (Additional information)

MSM
(93%)~

MSM
(92%)~

MSM
(64%)~

Number of congenital syphilis cases per
year in the ACT, 2008 – 2017

0 cases

0 cases

0 cases

Denotes the age group having highest number of cases; ~ number of cases attributed to person having sex with same sex partner only.
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Goal: To reduce the transmission and morbidity and mortality caused by
STIs, and to minimise the personal and social impact of the epidemic
5.1

Achieve human papillomavirus (HPV) adolescent vaccination coverage of 70
per cent

Target 5.1 definition
Numerator

Number of males and females in the ACT turning 15 years of age reported to the National Human Papillomavirus
Vaccination Program Register (NHVPR) that comply with the recommended vaccine dosage and administration as
per the Australian Immunisation Handbook

Denominator

Number of males and females turning 15 years of age in the ACT reported by the ABS

Background: The HPV vaccine is provided free in schools to all boys and girls aged 12 – 13 years under the National HPV
Vaccination Program. The NHVPR began in 2007 for females, and was extended to include males in 2013. The government
also funded a 2‑year catch‑up program for 13 to 18 year‑old girls in schools and 18 to 26 year‑old women through general
practice and community‑based programs until December 2009 (18). Immunisation programs target the years of early
adolescence, prior to the onset of sexual activity, thereby providing protection through the age range of maximum risk. As
well as preventing a substantial proportion of cancers and virtually all genital warts, the vaccine prevents pre‑cancerous
lesions detected by cervical screening programs that would have otherwise required biopsies, surgery or both.
Data source and considerations: HPV vaccination coverage data are derived from the NHVPR.(19) The NHVPR monitors
and evaluates the HPV vaccination program through the registration of immunisation providers, the creation of
individual consumer immunisation records, mailing of completion statements and reminder letters, and the generation
of statistical reports on the National HPV Vaccination Program. See Methodological Notes for further detail.
Results: The HPV vaccine coverage among girls turning 15 years of age in the ACT has been stable since 2015 and
was 80.1% in 2017 (Figure 14). The HPV vaccine coverage among males turning 15 years of age in the ACT has
increased by an absolute 9.3% since 2015 (69.3% in 2015 and 78.6% in 2017) (Figure 14).

STIs

In 2017, HPV vaccine coverage in the ACT is comparable to national coverage in females (80.2%) and higher among
males than nationally (75.9%).(9)

Vaccine coverage (%)

Figure 14

Three dose HPV vaccination coverage for all males and females in the ACT turning 15 years of age,
2008 – 2017
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5.2

Increase chlamydia testing coverage in priority populations

Target 5.2 definition
Numerator

Number of individuals in the ACT aged 15 – 29 years tested for chlamydia at least once in the previous 12 months
reported to Medicare

Denominator

ACT population aged 15 – 29 years reported by the ABS

Background: About 80% of chlamydia infections are asymptomatic. Untreated chlamydia can lead to reproductive tract
complications such as pelvic inflammatory disease (PID), ectopic pregnancy and tubal factor infertility.(8) In addition,
untreated chlamydia can cause adverse pregnancy and neonatal outcomes,(20) and can enhance the risk of sexual
transmission and acquisition of HIV.(21, 22) Therefore, clinical guidelines recommend annual screening for sexually active
young males and females aged <30 years and gay and other men who have sex with men.
Data source and considerations: Data are sourced from Medicare and ABS. Medicare data do not include testing
conducted in government hospitals and most sexual health services, and thus may under‑estimate the true testing
rate in the population. Chlamydia notifications data are from NNDSS. By 2012 most laboratories had switched to using
dual chlamydia and gonorrhoea tests where if a chlamydia test was ordered, a gonorrhoea test would be conducted
automatically. Therefore, the testing coverage for chlamydia for 2012 – 2017 can also be used as a proxy for gonorrhoea
testing coverage in 15 – 29 year olds in the ACT.
Results: The ACT chlamydia testing coverage in the priority population i.e. 15 – 29 years olds in the previous 12 months
has remained stable between 2015 and 2017, at 9.9% and 9.2% respectively (Figure 15). Chlamydia testing coverage
among 15 – 29‑year olds in 2017 was lower in the ACT than nationally (14.0%). (9)

Proportion (%) tested

Figure 15

Proportion of 15 – 29-year-olds in the ACT receiving a chlamydia test in the previous 12 months,
2009 – 2017
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9.5%

9.9%

9.6%

9.2%

5.3

Reduce the incidence of chlamydia

Target 5.3 definition
Single
measure

Number of notifications of chlamydia in the ACT reported to the National Notified Diseases Surveillance System
(NNDSS)

Background: Untreated chlamydia can lead to pelvic inflammatory disease, infertility and ectopic pregnancy (3-5).
Chlamydia is the most frequently diagnosed sexually transmissible infection in Australia
Data source and considerations: Incidence is a difficult indicator to measure, and notifications will be used as a
surrogate, recognising that for most infections may be influenced by changes to testing patterns. Data on chlamydia
are collected against nationally agreed data specifications and reported, by all jurisdictions, to NNDSS. Chlamydia
notifications data are from the NNDSS. By 2012 most laboratories had switched to using dual chlamydia and
gonorrhoea tests where if a chlamydia test was ordered, a gonorrhoea test would be conducted automatically. The
emphasis on testing for chlamydia in young people has therefore led to a substantial rise in the number of tests
conducted for gonorrhoea.
Results: The number of chlamydia notifications in the ACT increased by 16% from 1266 in 2015 to 1466 in 2017
(Figure 16). Over the same period, the increase in notifications was higher among males than females, at 26% and
6%, respectively. Importantly, in 2015 and 2016, the number of chlamydia notifications was higher among males than
females in the ACT, for the first time in the ten‑year period 2008 – 2017. Nationally, there has been a 17% increase in the
number of chlamydia notifications between 2015 and 2017, with 100 775 chlamydia notifications in 2017.(9)

Number of Notifications

Figure 16

Number of chlamydia notification in the ACT, 2008 – 2017, by sex
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Chlamydia notifications by age group: Additional information
Target definition
Single
measure

Number of notifications of chlamydia in the ACT reported to NNDSS, by age group

Background: Untreated chlamydia can lead to pelvic inflammatory disease, infertility and ectopic pregnancy (3-5).
Chlamydia is the most frequently diagnosed sexually transmissible infection in Australia
Data source and considerations: Incidence is a difficult indicator to measure, and notifications will be used as a
surrogate, recognising that for most infections may be influenced by changes to testing patterns. Data on chlamydia are
collected against nationally agreed data specifications and reported, by all jurisdictions, to NNDSS.
Results: The trends in chlamydia notifications varied by age group. Between 2015 and 2017, the number of chlamydia
notifications was highest in people aged 20 – 24 years old (509 cases in 2015, 500 cases in 2016 and 526 cases in
2017) (Figure 17). Nationally, in 2017, the greatest number of chlamydia notifications was also in 20 – 24 years age
group (n=14 210).(9)

Number of notifications

Figure 17

The number of chlamydia notifications in the ACT, 2008 – 2017, by age group
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5.4

Reduce the incidence of gonorrhoea

Target 5.4 definition
Single
measure

Number of notifications of gonorrhoea in the ACT reported to NNDSS

Background: Gonorrhoea is often asymptomatic, and if left untreated, can lead to reproductive morbidity, disseminated
infection and increase the risk of HIV infection (8). Timely and appropriate testing is needed to reduce the risk of short‑
and long‑term sequelae and onward transmission to sexual partners.
Data source and considerations: Incidence is a difficult indicator to measure, and notifications have been used
as a surrogate, recognising that for most infections, they represent only a proportion of the total cases and may
be influenced by changes to testing patterns. Data on gonorrhoea are collected against nationally agreed data
specifications and reported, by all jurisdictions, to NNDSS. Data on the number of gonorrhoea notifications in the ACT
are from NNDSS.
Results: The number of gonorrhoea notifications in the ACT increased by 77% between 2015 and 2017 (141
notifications in 2015 to 250 notifications in 2017) (Figure 18). In 2017, the majority of gonorrhoea notifications in the
ACT were among males (83%), with a 65% increase between 2015 and 2017. Nationally, there were 28 364 gonorrhoea
notifications in 2017, increasing by 53% from 18 505 in 2015. Similar to the ACT, the majority (74%) of gonorrhoea
notifications nationally in 2017 were in males.(9)

Number of notifications

Figure 18

Number of gonorrhoea notifications in the ACT, 2008 – 2017, by sex
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Gonorrhoea notifications by age group: Additional information
Target definition
Single
measure

Number of notifications of gonorrhoea in the ACT reported to NNDSS, by age group

Background: Gonorrhoea is often asymptomatic, and if left untreated, can lead to reproductive morbidity, disseminated
infection and increase the risk of HIV infection. Timely and appropriate testing is needed to reduce the risk of short‑
and long‑term sequelae and onward transmission to sexual partners.
Data source and considerations: Incidence is a difficult indicator to measure, and notifications have been used
as a surrogate, recognising that for most infections, they represent only a proportion of the total cases and may
be influenced by changes to testing patterns. Data on gonorrhoea are collected against nationally agreed data
specifications and reported, by all jurisdictions, to NNDSS. Data on the number of gonorrhoea notifications in the ACT
are from NNDSS.
Results: Between 2015 and 2017, the number of notifications of gonorrhoea has increased in all age groups,
particularly the 30 – 39‑year age group. The number of notifications was highest in the age group 30 – 39 years (81
notifications in 2017), followed by 25 – 29 and 20 – 24 years (60 and 49 notifications respectively in 2017) (Figure 19).
Nationally, in 2017 the highest number of notifications was also in 30 – 39 years of age group (n=6288).(9)

Number of notifications

Figure 19

Number of gonorrhoea notifications in the ACT, 2009* – 2017, by age group
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Year

Gonorrhoea notifications by sexual exposure: Additional information
Target definition
Single
measure

Proportion of notifications of gonorrhoea in the ACT reported to NNDSS, by sexual exposure

Background: Gonorrhoea is often asymptomatic, and if left untreated, can lead to reproductive morbidity, disseminated
infection and increase the risk of HIV infection (8) Timely and appropriate testing is needed to reduce the risk of short‑
and long‑term sequelae and onward transmission to sexual partners.
Data source and considerations: Incidence is a difficult indicator to measure, and notifications have been used
as a surrogate, recognising that for most infections, they represent only a proportion of the total cases and may
be influenced by changes to testing patterns. Data on gonorrhoea are collected against nationally agreed data
specifications and reported, by all jurisdictions, to NNDSS. Enhanced data collection includes information on sexual
exposure risk for gonorrhoea, high completeness of these data in the ACT facilitates reporting on this indicator.
Results: Between 2015 and 2017, most gonorrhoea notifications were attributed to people having sex with people of
the same sex (61% in 2017, 62% in 2016 and 67% cases in 2015) (Figure 20).

Proportion (%)

Figure 20 The proportion of gonorrhoea notifications in the ACT, 2008 – 2017, by sexual exposure
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5.5

Reduce the incidence of infectious syphilis and eliminate congenital syphilis

5.5a

Reduce the incidence of infectious syphilis

Target 5.5.1 definition
Single
measure

Number of notifications of infectious syphilis (less than 2 years duration) in the ACT reported to NNDSS

Background: There are three stages of syphilis infection. Only the first two stages are infectious, and symptoms vary
according to the stage. The first stage of syphilis (four to 12 weeks) can be missed as there may be no symptoms, or it
may occur as a sore (ulcer) on the genital area (including the penis or vagina), anus or the mouth. During the second
stage of syphilis (up to two years), there may be a rash, swollen lymph nodes and other non‑specific symptoms (23)
Surveillance focuses on monitoring infectious syphilis in Australia.
Data source and considerations: Incidence is a difficult indicator to measure, and notifications have been used as
a surrogate, recognising that for most infections, they represent only a proportion of the total cases and may be
influenced by changes to testing patterns. Data on infectious syphilis are collected against nationally agreed data
specifications and reported, by all jurisdictions, to NNDSS. Infectious syphilis notifications data are from NNDSS.
Classification as infectious syphilis requires laboratory definitive or suggestive evidence of a recent infection, including
evidence of a negative test result in the past two years. This two‑year period covers primary and secondary stages
of syphilis. This definition may exclude some young people who have not had a previous syphilis test. The infectious
syphilis case definition was updated in July 2015 (24) to include probable cases that had contact with an infectious case
to capture some of these cases.
Results: The number of infectious syphilis notifications increased by 136% between 2015 and 2017 (14 cases in 2015
and 33 cases in 2017) (Figure 21). In 2017, the majority of infectious syphilis notifications in the ACT were among
males (88%), with a nearly two times increase between 2015 and 2017 (data not shown due to small number of cases).
Nationally, there were 4398 infectious syphilis notifications in 2017, increasing by 11% from in 2015. Similar to the ACT,
the majority (85%) of infectious syphilis notifications nationally in 2017 were in males (3733 cases).(9)

Number of notifications

Figure 21

Number of infectious syphilis notification in the ACT, 2009* – 2017, by sex
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Number of notifications of infectious syphilis, by age group: Additional Information
Target definition
Single
measure

Number of notifications of infectious syphilis (less than 2 years duration) in the ACT reported to NNDSS, by age group

Background: There are three stages of syphilis infection. Only the first two stages are infectious, and symptoms vary
according to the stage. The first stage of syphilis (four to 12 weeks) can be missed as there may be no symptoms, or it
may occur as a sore (ulcer) on the genital area (including the penis or vagina), anus or the mouth. During the second
stage of syphilis (up to two years), there may be a rash, swollen lymph nodes and other non‑specific symptoms (23)
Surveillance focuses on monitoring infectious syphilis in Australia.
Data source and considerations: Incidence is a difficult indicator to measure, and notifications have been used as
a surrogate, recognising that for most infections, they represent only a proportion of the total cases and may be
influenced by changes to testing patterns. Data on infectious syphilis are collected against nationally agreed data
specifications and reported, by all jurisdictions, to NNDSS. Infectious syphilis notifications data are from NNDSS.
Classification as infectious syphilis requires laboratory definitive or suggestive evidence of a recent infection, including
evidence of a negative test result in the past two years. This two‑year period covers primary and secondary stages
of syphilis. This definition may exclude some young people who have not had a previous syphilis test. The infectious
syphilis case definition was updated in July 2015 (25) to include probable cases that had contact with an infectious case
to capture some of these cases.
Results: In 2017, the number of notifications of infectious syphilis was highest in the age groups 20 – 39 (55% of
total notifications in 2017) and more than 40 years (42% of total notifications in 2017). The number of notifications has
increased by 128% since 2015 in 20 – 40+ years age group (from 14 in 2015 to 32 in 2017). Nationally, 2752 cases
(63% of total) infectious syphilis notifications were 30 – 40+ years age group in 2017.(9)
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Number of notifications of infectious syphilis, by sexual exposure: Additional Information
Target definition
Single
measure

Proportion of notifications of infectious syphilis (less than 2 years duration) in the ACT reported to NNDSS, by
sexual exposure

Background: There are three stages of syphilis infection. Only the first two stages are infectious, and symptoms vary
according to the stage. The first stage of syphilis (four to 12 weeks) can be missed as there may be no symptoms, or it
may occur as a sore (ulcer) on the genital area (including the penis or vagina), anus or the mouth. During the second
stage of syphilis (up to two years), there may be a rash, swollen lymph nodes and other non‑specific symptoms (23)
Surveillance focuses on monitoring infectious syphilis in Australia.
Data source and considerations: Incidence is a difficult indicator to measure, and notifications have been used as
a surrogate, recognising that for most infections, they represent only a proportion of the total cases and may be
influenced by changes to testing patterns. Data on infectious syphilis are collected against nationally agreed data
specifications and reported, by all jurisdictions, to NNDSS. Infectious syphilis notifications data are from NNDSS.
Classification as infectious syphilis requires laboratory definitive or suggestive evidence of a recent infection, including
evidence of a negative test result in the past two years. This two‑year period covers primary and secondary stages
of syphilis. This definition may exclude some young people who have not had a previous syphilis test. The infectious
syphilis case definition was updated in July 2015 (25) to include probable cases that had contact with an infectious case
to capture some of these cases. Enhanced data collection includes information on sexual exposure risk for infectious
syphilis, high completeness of these data in the ACT facilitate reporting on this indicator.
Results: In the ten‑year period 2008 – 2017, the proportion of infectious syphilis notifications was highest in those
reporting sex with a same sex partner only. In 2017, 64% of cases were in people reporting sex with a same sex
partner only (Figure 22).

Proportion (%)

Figure 22 Proportion of infectious syphilis notifications in the ACT, 2008 – 2017, by sexual exposure
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5.5b

Eliminate congenital syphilis

Indicator 5.5.2 definition
Single
measure

Number of congenital syphilis notifications in the ACT reported to NNDSS

Background: Transplacental infection with syphilis can occur at any stage of pregnancy and during any stage of
maternal syphilis disease. Although the majority of congenital syphilis cases are diagnosed at birth, diagnosis can
occur at a later stage in life. Untreated maternal syphilis can result in stillbirth or perinatal death, premature delivery or
long‑term neurological sequelae for half of the survivors. In order to prevent foetal and infant deaths caused by maternal
syphilis, the World Health Organization (WHO) has set the following Global Elimination of Congenital Syphilis Targets(26):
•
•
•

<50 cases of congenital syphilis per 100 000 live births.
Coverage of syphilis testing of pregnant women of > 95%
Treatment of syphilis‑seropositive pregnant women of > 95%

It is important to note that these targets are for the global elimination of syphilis, and alternative targets may be more
relevant for high income countries like Australia, particularly in the context of a syphilis outbreak in the Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander population. Syphilis screening at the initial antenatal visit is part of routine obstetric care
as women may have asymptomatic latent disease (hidden stage when symptoms associated with early stages of the
disease disappear). Some states and territories also recommend further testing, particularly in women considered high
risk for acquiring syphilis.
Data source and considerations: Data on congenital syphilis are collected against nationally agreed data specifications
and reported by all jurisdictions to NNDSS. Current systems do not collect clinical information about congenital syphilis
cases, however a new system has been implemented in 2018, which includes a number of enhanced data fields.
Congenital syphilis notifications data are from NNDSS.
Results: In the ACT there have been zero cases of congenital syphilis reported every year of the last ten years.
Nationally, 44 cases of congenital syphilis were notified between 2008 – 2017, with 8 cases in 2017.(9)
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Methodological notes
National surveillance for HIV notifications
HIV is a notifiable disease in each state/territory health jurisdiction in Australia. All new HIV diagnoses are reported by
doctors and laboratories to state/territory health authorities. Information sought on the notification forms includes: name
code (based on the first two letters of the family name and the first two letters of the given name), sex, date of birth,
postcode, country of birth, Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander status, date of HIV diagnosis, CD4+ cell count at
diagnosis, likely place of HIV acquisition, source of exposure to HIV and evidence of newly acquired HIV (see below).
If the person was born overseas, language spoken at home and date of arrival in Australia are also recorded. These
data are then forwarded to the Kirby Institute for collation and analysis. The database where HIV notifications are stored
is referred to as the National HIV Registry. For the ACT surveillance report, the ACT data were extracted and analysed
by Kirby Institute for the relevant years.
Further detail on the procedures used for national HIV surveillance of newly diagnosed HIV are available at kirby.unsw.
edu.au.

National Notifiable Diseases Surveillance System
The National Notifiable Diseases Surveillance System (NNDSS) (health.gov.au/internet/main/publishing.nsf/content/
cda‑surveil‑nndss‑nndssintro.htm) was established in 1990 under the auspices of the Communicable Diseases Network
of Australia. NNDSS coordinates the national surveillance of more than 50 communicable diseases or disease groups.
Under this scheme, notifications are made to the state/territory health authorities under the provisions of the public
health legislation in the respective jurisdictions. Computerised, de‑identified unit records of notifications are supplied to
the Australian Government Department of Health on a daily basis for collation, analysis and publication on the NNDSS
website (health.gov.au/cda/source/cda‑index.cfm), updated daily, and in the quarterly journal Communicable Diseases
Intelligence. NNDSS provide a 10‑year snapshot of relevant infections to the Kirby Institute, on an annual basis. ACT
data presented in this report are from the 2018 NNDSS snapshot.
Notification data provided include a unique record reference number, state or territory identifier, disease code, date
of onset, date of diagnosis to the relevant health authority, sex, age, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander status and
postcode of residence.
‘Diagnosis date’ was used to define the period of analysis. This date represents either the onset date or, where the
date of onset was not known, the earliest of the specimen collection dates, the notification date, and the notification
receipt date. As considerable time may have elapsed between the onset and diagnosis dates for syphilis (unspecified),
hepatitis B (unspecified) and hepatitis C (unspecified), the earliest of the specimen collection dates, health professional
notification date and public health unit notification receipt date was used.
Diagnoses of sexually transmissible infections were notified by ACT health authorities to the NNDSS, maintained by
the Australian Government Department of Health. Chlamydia was notifiable in the ACT prior to 1998. Gonorrhoea was
notifiable in the ACT and infectious syphilis was notifiable in the ACT since 2004. In the ACT, diagnoses of blood borne
viruses and sexually transmissible infections are notified by the diagnosing laboratory, medical practitioner, hospital, or
a combination of these, through ACT Health (Table M).
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Table M Source of notification of sexually transmissible infections in the ACT to the National Notifiable Disease
Surveillance System

Gonorrhoea

Doctor

Laboratory

Hospital

Infectious Syphilis

Doctor

Laboratory

Hospital

Chlamydia

Doctor

Laboratory

Hospital

Donovanosis

Doctor

Laboratory

Hospital

Diagnosis and care cascades
HIV diagnosis and care cascade
Estimating the number of people with diagnosed HIV

Methodological notes

Diagnosis

To estimate the number of people living with diagnosed HIV in the ACT, we performed a simple calculation using annual
notifications, estimated mortality rates and emigration rates.
Annual HIV notifications data for the ACT were provided by Australia’s National HIV registry. Due to incomplete or
inaccurate recording of name codes the registry contains multiple reports for some individuals especially during
the early stages of the epidemic. To estimate the number of duplicates we applied a statistical technique which has
previously been applied to Australia’s National HIV Registry.(27) This calculation estimated the number of duplicate
notifications annually up to 2016, resulting in 8.1% duplicate notifications by 2016 with the majority of duplicates
occurring in the early years of the registry. For 2017, we assumed all notifications were unique.
We combined two approaches to estimate the number of deaths among people diagnosed with HIV. To estimate the
number of deaths up to 2003 we used a linkage study conducted between the National Death Index and the National
HIV Registry for cases to the end of 2003.(28) This study calculated HIV‑ and AIDS‑related deaths and calculated
standardised mortality ratios for people with HIV during different eras of antiretroviral therapy. It identified deaths
among people diagnosed with HIV or AIDS to the end of 2003. The study found that 19% of all deaths were missing
from the registry. Due to the backdating of deaths in the National HIV Registry after 2003, we used this percentage to
inflate the number of recorded deaths in the registry until the end of 2003 and estimated the overall average mortality
rate for diagnosed people living with HIV prior to 2003, and applied this at the jurisdictional level for the ACT. After
2003 we used annual mortality rates from the Australian HIV Observational Database (AHOD).(29) Between 2004 and
2017, similar annual mortality rates were estimated for the AHOD cohort regardless of whether people were retained,
lost or returned to follow‑up. We used the annual overall mortality rate from AHOD as the best estimate and the 95%
confidence interval as a range in our calculations for the number of diagnosed people living with HIV.
We also considered the impact of emigration. As people are not included in the National HIV Registry until they have
been diagnosed in Australia (even if they have been diagnosed previously overseas) we did not consider the entry of
people living with diagnosed HIV.
As there is likely to be a flux of people leaving temporarily and returning to Australia (some of whom may still receive
care and treatment while overseas), we used data on the annual number of people in the overall population who
permanently leave Australia (provided by the ABS for 1976 – 2016 in series 340102) and the estimated resident
population (ABS series 310104) to calculate an overall annual emigration rate. Since 1981 this rate has risen from
around 0.1% to 0.4% of the resident population leaving Australia permanently. From June 2017, permanent removals
are no longer recorded by the ABS due to the removal of the green card from customs processes upon leaving
Australia. For the 2017 cascade estimates, we assumed the same emigration rate as for 2016. The permanent rate of
departure is the lower bound of the overall rate at which Australian residents leave Australia for longer than 12 months.
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However, diagnosed people living with HIV require ongoing care and treatment which is not subsidised in many
countries, so we assume the permanent rate of departure is a reasonable estimate for the population of diagnosed
people living with HIV. We adjusted this rate to reflect the different emigration rates for men and women older than 15
years in the general population. Overall, we assumed a range in the annual emigration rate between zero and double
the overall rate of permanent departure.
Our overall estimate of the number of people diagnosed with HIV in the ACT each year is obtained by adding the
number of unique notifications to the previous year’s estimate and subtracting the number of deaths and emigrants
using the mortality and migration rates.

Estimating the number of people living with HIV
To estimate the overall number of people living with HIV in the ACT, both diagnosed and undiagnosed, we used
the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC) HIV Modelling Tool (version 1.3.0) to estimate the
proportion of people with HIV who are undiagnosed.(30)
The ECDC tool is a multi‑state back‑calculation model using notifications data and estimates for the rate of CD4+ cell
count decline to fit notification rates over time, producing estimates for HIV incidence, time between infection and
diagnosis, and the undiagnosed population by CD4+ cell count strata, using surveillance data on new HIV and AIDS
notifications. To run the model, notifications data is split by CD4+ cell count strata, whether the patient had AIDS at the
time of diagnosis, and optional risk of exposure categories. Diagnosis rates can be adjusted to reflect changes over
time and whether people with HIV are more likely to be diagnosed at later stages of infection.
For the cascade estimates we divided all annual notifications into those attributed to male‑to‑male sex, heterosexual
contact, injecting drug use, and ‘other’ risk exposures. We ran the ECDC tool for each exposure risk category as well as
overall (with all groups combined) and excluding male‑to‑male sex. Separate models were run for each state/territory.
The tool’s diagnosis rate options were adjusted to best fit the data on CD4+ cell count at diagnosis.

Estimating the number retained in care
To estimate the number of people living with HIV retained in care we used available clinical data on the proportion of
HIV‑positive people attending a clinic who receive an annual CD4+ or viral load test. An issue with clinic data is that
people can appear to be lost to follow‑up, and hence not in care, when they have just transferred to another clinic. A
recent study in a network of the six main HIV clinical care sites in Victoria estimated that between 91.4% and 98.8%
of HIV‑positive patients were retained in care.(31) This estimate was obtained by cross‑referencing of clinical data
between sites and phone tracing individuals who had accessed care between February 2011 and June 2013 but who
had not accessed care between June 2013 and February 2014. We assume these results are broadly representative of
HIV‑positive patients in Australia and assume a best estimate of 95% of people living with HIV retained in care with a
range equal to the range for percentage retained after follow‑up.(31) Separate data are not currently available for the ACT,
but will likely be available from ACCESS from next year. National rates are applied to the ACT for the current cascade of
care estimates.

Estimating antiretroviral treatment coverage
We estimated the number of people receiving antiretroviral therapy using a 10% sample of Pharmaceutical Benefits
Scheme (PBS) patient‑level script claims data provided by the company Prospection. This is a data set of randomised
patient‑level de‑identified PBS script claims from 2006 to the present. Currently the data includes over 170 million script
claims and over three million patients. It includes all PBS‑listed drugs with HIV indications. Our estimate is the number
of unique patients in the PBS data who filled in at least one script in the 12 months prior to the end of December 2017
multiplied by 10. We assumed that 10% of the Australian population were sampled to estimate the uncertainty range as
a 95% confidence interval (which equates to approximately 5%).
To the PBS number we added an estimate for the number of HIV‑positive temporary residents taking antiretroviral therapy,
as temporary residents are not eligible for Medicare and hence not counted in the 10% sample. The National Association
of People with HIV Australia (NAPWHA) recently obtained data on the number of people receiving antiretroviral therapy
through compassionate access schemes from the three major pharmaceutical companies providing antiretroviral therapy
in Australia. Based on this data we estimate 500 (range: 450 – 550) HIV‑positive temporary residents living in Australia
are on antiretroviral therapy.(32) To obtain the estimate for ACT we multiplied the national estimate by the proportion of
cumulative notifications (including previously diagnosed overseas) in ACT in 2017.
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Estimating levels of virological suppression
We define virological suppression as less than 200 viral copies per ml. The proportion of people on antiretroviral
therapy with viral suppression is taken to be the proportion of people recorded in the Australian HIV Observational
Database (AHOD) who had less than 200 viral copies per ml at their last viral load test. Uncertainty bounds were
estimated by calculating the 95% confidence interval for this proportion. We estimate the number of people living with
HIV on antiretroviral therapy with viral suppression by multiplying this proportion and range by the estimated number of
people receiving antiretroviral therapy. AHOD data are stratified by jurisdiction to provide state/territory estimates.

This cascade was developed collaboratively between the Kirby Institute and the Centre for Disease Analysis in the
United States (centerforda.com). The approach taken to develop the hepatitis C diagnosis and care cascade was
informed by recommendations from an Australian stakeholder reference group.

Number of people living with hepatitis C
This estimate was derived using a difference equation mathematical model, as described below:
•

To determine hepatitis C incidence as a result of injecting drug use, the model used estimates of the number of
people who had injected drugs in Australia over the last three decades, the pattern of injecting drug use and
estimates of hepatitis C incidence among people who inject drugs derived from cohort studies.

•

The relative change in incidence since 2005 was informed by hepatitis C notifications in people aged 15 – 29 years,
reflecting the population most at risk of acquiring infection. As the primary route of transmission is injecting drug
use, a practice that primarily starts in late adolescence or early adulthood, trends in the rate of notifications in
those aged under 30 years can be interpreted as a surrogate for the incidence of hepatitis C.

•

The estimates of hepatitis C incidence due to injecting drug use were then adjusted in accordance with
epidemiological data to allow for hepatitis C infections through other transmission routes, including infection in
migrants.

•

The model also includes the effects of treatment with associated sustained virological response rates reflecting
treatment regimen, genotype and access to direct‑acting antivirals through compassionate access and clinical
trials in 2014 – 2015 and through generic supply in 2015. From 2016 the sustained response rates were based on
antiviral treatment from clinical studies and reflected the disease stage at initiation.

•

Estimates of the number of people experiencing long‑term sequelae of chronic hepatitis C were then obtained
from the estimated pattern of hepatitis C incidence using rates of progression derived from cohort studies.
People cured with late stages of disease had a lower progression rate to both decompensated cirrhosis and
hepatocellular carcinoma.

•

Estimates of the numbers of people living with chronic hepatitis C in 2017 were adjusted to allow for mortality
related to hepatitis C, injecting drug use and unrelated to hepatitis C or injecting.

Methodological notes

Hepatitis C diagnosis and care cascade

Further information about the methods can be obtained by contacting the Center for Disease Analysis (centerforda.com).
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Number of people diagnosed and living with chronic hepatitis C
This estimate was derived from totalling all hepatitis C notifications in the ACT from 1991 to 2017 and adjusting
for spontaneous hepatitis C clearance, mortality, hepatitis C cure through treatment, and overseas migration, with
adjustments as follows:
•

The proportion with spontaneous hepatitis C clearance was estimated at 20%.

•

The annual proportion with mortality among people with a hepatitis C notification in NSW (1993 – 2017) was
extrapolated to the total number of hepatitis C notifications in the ACT.

•

The estimated number of individuals cured of hepatitis was deducted from the number of total hepatitis C
notifications.

•

The level of overseas migration was assumed to be small, given the characteristics of the infected population, and
given by the annual number of permanent departures for the general population divided by the estimated resident
population as estimated by the ABS (series 340102).

Number of people who have received a confirmatory RNA test
To estimate the number of people previously diagnosed with hepatitis C (either antibody‑positive or by RNA test) who
have received an RNA test (to confirm viraemic infection) we used published data from the 2015 Australian Needle
Syringe Program Survey.(33) Of all people who responded in the survey in 2015 who self‑reported a previous diagnosis
of hepatitis C, 47% (95% CI: 43 – 52%) self‑reported a confirmatory hepatitis C test. We assumed this estimate and
range is broadly representative of the chronically infected population. We multiplied this percentage by the number
diagnosed and living with chronic hepatitis C in the ACT to estimate the number diagnosed who have been RNA
tested. The range is given by the 95% confidence interval multiplied by the corresponding lower and upper value for
diagnosed with hepatitis C.

Number of people who have ever received hepatitis C treatment
To estimate the numbers of people treated for hepatitis C we totalled the number of prescriptions dispensed to public
patients, reported by the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS), since 1997.
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•

For estimates in 2013 – 2017, ACT data from longitudinal tracking of a 10% random sample of PBS prescriptions
were used.

•

For 2014 and 2015, we included estimates for the number of patients receiving direct‑acting antiviral therapies
through clinical trials, patient access programs and generic drugs.

•

For 2016 – 2017, we assumed all ttreated patients received direct‑acting antivirals following their listing on the
PBS. We estimated the number of people receiving treatment in 2016 and 2017 using the 10% sample of PBS
patient‑level script claims data provided by the company Prospection. Our estimate is the number of unique
patients in the PBS data who filled in at least one script in the 12 months prior to the end of December 2017
multiplied by 10. We assumed that 10% of the Australian population were sampled to estimate the uncertainty
range as a 95% confidence interval (which equates to approximately 5%).

•

The numbers of interferon‑based hepatitis C treatments dispensed were adjusted for multiple counting considering
the duration of treatment for each regimen and the treatment compliance rate.

•

For genotype‑specific regimens, a distribution of 50% genotype 1 and 50% genotypes 2 or 3 was assumed.

•

The total number treated was adjusted for annual mortality and overseas migration (using the same overseas
migration rate as for the diagnosed stage).

•

People who were cured of chronic hepatitis C were assumed to have reduced rates of disease progression to
decompensated cirrhosis (76% reduction(34, 35)) and hepatocellular carcinoma (77% reduction(36)). (34, 35)) and
hepatocellular carcinoma (77% reduction(36)).

•

The cured population with decompensated cirrhosis was assumed to have a 50% reduction in liver‑related death
rate.

•

The general population mortality rate was used for those who were successfully cured. The hepatitis C mortality
rate from people with a hepatitis C notification in New South Wales was used for patients who did not achieve
sustained virological response.
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Number of people who have ever achieved treatment‑induced hepatitis C cure

•

Australian data on the proportion with sustained virological response were prioritised, if available. A distribution
of 50% genotype 1 and 50% genotypes 2 or 3 among people receiving hepatitis C treatment was assumed for
interferon‑based therapies.

•

A 95% sustained virological response rate (range: 90 – 97%) was used for therapies in F0–F3 fibrosis stages and
a 90% rate was used in the F4 fibrosis stage (cirrhosis) and for people with decompensated cirrhosis and people
with hepatocellular carcinoma.

•

The total number cured was adjusted for annual mortality and overseas migration as for the diagnosed and treated
stages.

Hepatitis B diagnosis and care cascade
Cascade estimates were developed by the WHO Collaborating Centre for Viral Hepatitis at the Doherty Institute. The
approach taken to develop the hepatitis B diagnosis and care cascade was informed by recommendations from a
national stakeholder reference group. This included representatives from: The Kirby Institute; ASHM; Hepatitis Australia;
NSW Ministry of Health; Queensland Department of Health; Department of Health and Human Services, Tasmanian
Government; Department of Health and Human Services Victoria; WA Health; Australian Government Department of
Health; South Australia Health; WHO Collaborating Centre for Viral Hepatitis, The Doherty Institute; Centre for Social
Research in Health UNSW Sydney; Australian Injecting and Illicit Drug Users League; Burnet Institute; Australasian
Sexual Health Alliance; Australian Liver Association; and Scarlet Alliance.

Methodological notes

This component was estimated by taking the number of people receiving hepatitis C treatment in each year and
multiplying it by the proportion with sustained virological response reported in the literature (regimen‑specific) and
applied to the ACT. We assumed the following:

Monitoring
The number of people who received monitoring for chronic hepatitis B in the ACT in 2015 – 2017 was determined using
Department of Human Services data regarding rebates for an annual hepatitis B viral load test, which is recommended
for all people living with chronic hepatitis B. This item is specific to people living with chronic hepatitis B who are not
receiving treatment and is limited to one test per year. The number of viral load tests was adjusted to account for the
use of the on‑treatment Medicare Benefit Schedule item in those not on treatment for billing purposes.

Treatment
The number of people receiving treatment for chronic hepatitis B in the ACT in 2015 – 2017 was derived using
pharmaceutical dispensing data from the Department of Human Services Australia regarding the number of scripts
dispensed for treatment indicated for hepatitis B virus infection (adefovir, entecavir, lamivudine, telbivudine, tenofovir
and pegylated interferon). Patient‑level estimates, allowing removal of those receiving tenofovir for the treatment of HIV
and to avoid duplication of people receiving combination therapy, were used for validation.
Detailed methodology and source references can be found in the published paper which described the derivation of
these estimates(37) and in the methods of the National Hepatitis B Mapping Project Reports (http://www.ashm.org.au/
HBV/more‑about/hepatitis‑b‑mapping‑project).
A combined estimate of people in care for chronic hepatitis B was derived by combining the number who received
monitoring while not on treatment and those on treatment. Each of these estimates is expressed as a proportion of the
total number living with chronic hepatitis B as derived using the prevalence methodology outlined above.

Number of people living with hepatitis B
The estimate of the number of people living with hepatitis B virus infection in the ACT was developed by the WHO
Collaborating Centre for Viral Hepatitis at the Doherty Institute, using a deterministic compartmental mathematical
model of hepatitis B virus infection in the Australian population from 1951 to 2050. The model was parameterised
using a wide range of data sources including the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS), existing mathematical
models, surveillance notifications, epidemiological research and clinical studies. Important factors such as migration,
attributable and all‑cause mortality, the ageing of the population, the variable natural history of chronic hepatitis B
infection, the impact of treatment and vaccination were all incorporated. The changing prevalence over time, due
predominately to increases in infant vaccination in migration source countries, was accounted for in this updated model
used prevalence estimates across different time periods and applied these to migration data according to age group
and year of arrival for countries of birth for the majority of migrants to Australia. Model construction included sensitivity
analyses around critical parameters such as the force of infection (FoI) and migration estimates. Model outcomes
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have been validated using a range of external data, particularly national and Victorian serosurvey results. These were
not used to parameterise the model to allow independent comparison with modelled outcomes. The plausible range
estimated for the number of individuals living with chronic hepatitis B for 2015 – 2017 was derived by allowing the FoI
and the proportion of migrants entering the population with chronic hepatitis B to vary according to a given distribution.
These distributions were chosen to reflect prior knowledge regarding the FoI within Australia and prevalence of
chronic hepatitis B in source countries. This was achieved by using Latin hypercube sampling; for full details of this
technique see reference.(38) The mathematical model described above was run using 1000 different combinations of
the parameters being varied, which produced a range of overall estimates. The minimum and maximum estimates
produced by the model were taken to define the plausible range around the point estimate value.
The national model was applied to ACT using state‑specific demographic information obtained from the ABS including
births, deaths, migration and age distribution. Some of the data sources differed from the national model due to
availability and appropriateness of data.
Modelled estimates presented may vary from those in the National Hepatitis B Mapping Reports due to methodological
differences. However, integration of these methods to produce consistent estimates is ongoing.

The Australian Needle and Syringe Program Survey (ANSPS)
The ANSPS is conducted annually over a one‑ to two‑week period in October at more than 50 needle and syringe
programs (NSPs) to provide serial point prevalence estimates of HIV and hepatitis C and to monitor injecting behaviour
among people who inject drugs. All clients attending NSPs during one week in 2009 (51 sites), 2010 (53 sites), 2011
(53 sites), 2012 (52 sites), 2013 (52 sites), 2014 (51 sites), 2015 (47 sites), 2016 (50 sites) and 2017 (52 sites) (national
sites) were asked to complete a brief self‑administered questionnaire and to provide a fingerprick blood spot sample
for HIV and hepatitis C antibody testing. The ANSPS methodology has been described in detail elsewhere.(39)
ANSPS data were used for the following indicators (national data, not ACT specific):
•

Proportion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people who inject drugs in which a new needle and syringe was
used in the previous month, for previous 10 years.

•

Proportion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people reporting receptive syringe sharing. Receptive syringe
sharing was determined from the question: ‘How many times in the last month did you reuse a needle and syringe
after someone else had used it, including your sex partner (even if it was cleaned)?’.

National Centre for Immunisation Research and Surveillance (NCIRS)
The primary function of NCIRS is to perform research aimed at reducing the incidence of vaccine‑preventable diseases
and improving vaccine uptake, in children and adults, including surveillance. Hepatitis B vaccine coverage was estimated
using data from the NCIRS surveillance of immunisation coverage and the Australian Childhood Immunisation Register.

National Human Papillomavirus Vaccination Program Register (NHVPR)
The NHPVR was established in early 2008 to support the National HPV Vaccination Program and is fully funded by the
Australian Government. The NHVPR monitors and evaluates the HPV vaccination program through the registration of
immunisation providers, the creation of individual consumer immunisation records, mailing of completion statements
and reminder letters, and the generation of statistical reports on the National HPV Vaccination Program (http://www.
hpvregister.org.au/). Percentage of HPV vaccine coverage in males and females turning 15 years of age was obtained
from the NHVPR.
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